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Help is on the way
Baruch Counseling Center
staff helps students in need
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PSC members
rally outside
VC; demand
fair contract
BY JENNY FERNANDEZ

Little big apples

website, under Faculty Evaluations, a
4.8 out of a maximum 5.0 faculty rating. In the ranking of the top professors at the Zicklin Business School
for academic year 2002-2003, Glassman was ranked second. And on
Ratemyprofessor.com, a website that
allows students to anonymously rate
professors in different areas and post
comments, he has received 36 ratings, far more than most professors.
Out of a perfect 5.0, he has received
a 4.8 in helpfulness, a 4.9 in clarity,
and a 4.9 in overall quality. Some of
the comments read: “One of the best
professors Baruch has to offer,” “He
makes even the most boring material
so interesting that you don’t want to
miss the class,” “His sense of humor, knowledge, and the fact that
he really cares makes his classes an

Contributing Writer
The Board of Trustees met last
Monday in the VC building’s Executive Conference Room at Baruch
College, while approximately 25
faculty members of the Professional
Staff Congress took to the streets in
a protest against treatment of CUNY
faculty and its students.
The professors and professional staff organized outside the 24th
Street entrance in a peaceful but vociferous call to the Trustees to give
the union an acceptable contract that
will improve teaching conditions for
the faculty. The PSC made clear that
they are against raising tuition in order to meet their contract demands,
and reminded the students that they
should be out there too.
Jim Perlstein, a retired professor
at Manhattan Community College
and union staff member, sat in the
audience of the Trustees’ meeting
and later joined the protest outside.
“There is an enormous percentage
of faculty at the university who are
part time, and they get paid way, way
less than a living wage…no beneﬁts,
paid by the hour, and restrictions on
the number of hours they can teach
at any one campus…they’re running
around like crazy trying to make
ends meet,” he said.
The City University of New York
is currently in intense negotiations
with the union, but reaching a settlement is unlikely in the near future.
Perlstein said, “The Mayor would
like to hold CUNY faculty and staff
to the same kind of settlement it gave
to the members of DC37, and that
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Popular professor may lose job
over publishing requirement
BY VALERIE FELDMAN
Contributing Writer
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Another hit
Jadakiss doesn’t disappoint
with his sophomore effort.
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SPORTS

Students are taking up the cause
of a Baruch professor who has been
denied tenure for not adequately
fulﬁlling the “publish or perish” requirement.
Adam Glassman, a professor in
the law department, was denied tenure by the Zicklin Law Department
Tenure Committee, meaning that
next semester could be his last at the
college. According to the Committee, he failed to satisfy the requirement known familiarly as “publish
or perish,” which requires professors
to continually publish articles and
even books. The decision comes at a
time when, according to the Professional Staff Congress, NYC’s higher
education union, over half the uni-

versity’s teaching is performed by
lower-paid adjuncts.
Glassman has taught law at Baruch for eight years, three as an
adjunct professor and ﬁve as a fulltime professor. An active participant
in many school affairs, Glassman is
one of four unpaid faculty members
who volunteered this semester to
teach freshman seminar despite the
fact that faculty salaries have been
completely eliminated due to budgetary constraints. He also teaches IDC
Seminar IV, a course he helped create for the CUNY Honors College.
Glassman has consistently been
recognized for his teaching. In May
of 2003 he was awarded the Zicklin Award for Teaching Excellence.
Moreover, Glassman has high student
ratings. In this regard, he has consistently rated on Baruch College’s

New N.Y. law The results are in for ﬁtness competitions
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Starting today, a new bill that requires carbon monoxide detectors be
installed in all multiple and private
dwellings, as well as in institutional
and educational facilities throughout the metropolitan area, goes into
effect. Mayor Michael Bloomberg
signed the bill into law last May.
The new law, deemed the New
York City Carbon Monoxide Detecting Device Act of 2004, requires
that carbon monoxide detectors be
installed within 15 feet of sleeping
rooms. The owners of the residences
will be responsible for the installation of the detectors and residents
will be responsible for the maintenance. Carbon monoxide detectors
will be required in almost all types
of dwellings, including dorm rooms.
Just two weeks ago, carbon monoxide poisoning killed three generations of a family on Staten Island, in-

See N.Y. on page 5

News Editor

Both the men’s and women’s ﬁtness competitions, sponsored by
Sigma Alpha Delta, drew to a close
last week.
Earning the title of Mr. Baruch
Fitness 2004 was Lionel Wynter.
Andrea Sauciuc was named Miss
Baruch Fitness 2004.
Wynter, who also serves as Baruch’s abdominal instructor, defeated 23 students in six events to win
the title. In individual categories, he
placed ﬁrst in his best event, the situps, after completing 93 sit-ups in 60
minutes, and placed in the top four in
the other events.
“I’m satisﬁed with my performance,” said Wynter. “I was not trying to win everything. I failed myself in the pull-up event. I was silly
enough to think that no one would
beat my 124 push-ups, but Jaime
[Muro] proved me wrong.”
The top ﬁve ﬁnishers in the
competition were Wynter, with 127
points; Danny Moon, with 119; Serge
Bukhman, with 116; Muro, with 115

and Javel Fuller with 112 points.
The women’s competition culminated on Friday with the endurance
event. Sauciuc won when she completed 3.19 miles in 30 minutes. Her
time for this event was better than all
but nine of the men in their equivalent event. Sauciuc, who also won
the sit-ups event with 300 overall
sit-ups, took third place in the pushup event with 70. She ﬁnished the
competition with 67 points, edging
out rival Susan Zheng by one point.
Zheng won the push-up event with
112 push-ups.
The top six ﬁnishers are rounded
out with Maria Korovalova in third
place with 63 points, Heridaris Rosario in fourth with 59, Yiling Kuo
in ﬁfth with 57 points and Raquel
Nunez in sixth with 56. There were
10 women competing in the ﬁnals.
All individual winners of events
will be awarded trophies and other
prizes. In addition, the top three
places will receive trophies. There
will also be an award for the most
dedicated competitor. All competitors will receive certiﬁcates of par-
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Miss Baruch Fitness 2004 Andreea Sauciuc
doing her 300 sit-ups.
ticipation.
Prizes will be presented during
the Mr. Baruch Bodybuilding Competition on Nov. 5.
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Students rally to save
favorite professor’s job
Continued from front

experience that you’ll never forget,”
and “the most talented and human
teacher at Baruch.”
“Professor Glassman shows students such love and respect and
makes even the shyest student want
to jump up and participate in class,”
said Eric Green, the valedictorian of
the class of 2004, and a former student in Professor Glassman’s evening law class in 2001. “He taught
us with unbound passion and showed
us how he really cared about us as
students.”
Glassman is so beloved by his stu-

dents that a group of them are vigorously taking up his cause. They have
started a website, baruchforglassman.org, and are urging students to
sign a petition.
“It is an outrage that they are letting go of Baruch’s best professor so
easily,” exclaimed Jenny Solodukha,
a former student.
One student, who wished to remain anonymous, commented on
the efﬁcacy of Glassman’s teaching.
“Law is not an easy subject, but Professor Glassman made it so attainable by explaining himself through
examples that we could easily relate
to ourselves. He never made me feel

like I wanted to quit, as I often do
in my other classes,” the former student said.
Students argue that Glassman’s
loss is contrary to the goals of
CUNY and Baruch, which are
working to make the Zicklin School
of Business into a top 25 school, and
that his loss of tenure will only hurt
the school’s rating, which made a
rebound this year after a drop.
With the rejection, Glassman’s
time at Baruch will be up after next
semester. He has ﬁled an appeal.

Staff Writer

Last Thursday the Pre-Law Society held a panel discussion on SameSex Marriage. The goal was to bring
together a group of panelists who are
currently involved in litigation concerning same-sex marriages, so that
they will teach students what they
are currently doing to make sure students are aware on such an important issue affecting the homosexual
population.
Panelists included Professor Jay
Weiser, Law Department, Lawrence
Moss, Esq. and Melvyn Mizter, Esq.
Each panelist had 15 minutes to
share his views.
Weiser, an associate professor at
Baruch College and a graduate of
Columbia Law School, discussed
federal constitutional and recognition issues of same-sex marriage,
litigation, comity and trend of samesex marriage in the advanced world.
According to the 2000 census, there
are 594,000 same-sex couples in the
United States and 27 percent of them
have children. That accounts for
about 405,000 children nationwide.
Weiser said that the U.S Constitution deﬁnes marriage as a fundamental right. In the United States
only one man and one woman can be
joined in matrimony and have their
marriages recognized by the state,
except for residents of the state of
Massachusetts.
Same-sex litigation had three
waves, according to Weiser. The
ﬁrst wave occurred in the 1970s,
the second one in the ’90s and concluded with the Vermont Civil Union
in 1999, Massachusetts Marriage
in 2003 and Canadian Marriage in

2003. The Vermont Supreme Court
considered and defeated an antigay marriage bill in 1998 when two
lesbian couples and one gay couple
brought a lawsuit in order to obtain
marriage licenses and to have their
subsequent marriages recognized by
the state. Massachusetts’s constitution also allows same-sex marriage.
“More than 57 same-sex couples
have gone to Vermont to get married.
Then they’ve returned to New York,”
said Weiser. Because N.Y. State law
prohibits same-sex marriages, they
go to places like Vermont and Massachusetts, get married and return
to New York where is it then recognized. Weiser noted that thousands
of same-sex couples have also gone
to Canada to get married.
In 1996, Congress passed the
Defense of Marriage Act to deﬁne
marriage under federal law as a legal
union between a man and a woman
as husband and wife. Thirty-eight
states have enacted similar acts.
Widespread domestic partnership
and civil union has, however, been
recognized in countries outside the
United States, like Canada, Taiwan
and many places in Europe.
Mitzner is a member of the American College of Real Estate Lawyers
as well as a member of the New York
Bar Association’s Real Property Law
Section’s Executive Board. He discussed legal disabilities of same-sex
couples, how they document them,
and what changes are needed for the
future.
Mitzner was chosen to be a part
of the same-sex committee because
it wanted a balance of ideas. The
committee has been working on this
report on same-sex marriage for one
and a half years. It is due Friday.

Because Mitzner is a real estate
lawyer, he said that when a man and
woman buy a piece of property, in
event the husband or wife dies, one
of them will inherit the property.
This is not the case for same-sex
couples. This goes the same for
wills. In a homosexual relationship
the widow does not have an automatic right get widow beneﬁts, as
in a heterosexual relationship.
Moss is a lawyer in Manhattan
and specializes in litigation and in
public international law and also
represents The Association of the
Bar of the City of New York at the
United Nations.
He spoke about current developments in New York, including
statutory and state constitutional
equal protection issues, the New
Paltz marriages, pending lawsuits
and other activist efforts.
He began by saying, “There are
three roots that will end same-sex
discrimination.” He believed that
marriages are a private contract and
for same-sex same marriages to be
a reality there would have to be a
change in the Constitution.
“I believe that New York will be
one of leaders of getting same-sex
marriages legalized,” he said with
conviction.
Moss told the audience about
the New Paltz case where the new
senator, Jason West, 26, started issuing several same-sex marriage
licenses. When this was brought to
light, the lower court said that he
had violated the law and had to stop
immediately.
For same-sex marriages to become a reality, “We’d have to change

See LEGAL on page 5

CUNY professors rally for new contract
Continued from front
was a terrible, terrible contract.”
William Crain, professor of psychology at City College, was at the
rally as well. On the union’s purpose,
he said, “There are many more issues
within CUNY. There may be a tuition
hike, which will keep the students
out, the faculty needs a contract…in
the meantime, the Chancellor [Matthew Goldstein] is making $350,000
a year with a housing allowance and

a car.” When asked about the university’s priorities he said, “…seems
like they’re more interested in high
SAT scores than they are letting students in and giving them a chance.
Crain was arrested in June of this
year after he wasn’t allowed to enter
the Baruch College Vertical Campus.
According to Crain, Baruch College
has not necessarily lived up to the
historic mission of the college, which
is to provide education for everyone
regardless of circumstance. He and

NEWS IN BRIEF
EDUCATION
Reality TV to fund college education

NEW YORK A new unscripted reality show, tentatively called “The

Scholar” will pit 15 qualiﬁed high school seniors against each
other for the chance to win a free education at the college or
university of their choice. The selected contestants will be students who want to further their educations but may not have the
monetary means to do so. The winner must apply to schools as
a “normal” applicant. The ultimate victor will win a full scholarship
to the school of his or her choice where he of she is accepted.
Steve Martin’s production company, Martin/Stein is teaming with
ABC, the reality veteran Bunim-Murray, producer of “The Real
World” and “The Simple Life,” and Carsey-Warner, producer
of shows like “The Cosby Show” and “That ‘70’s Show,” for the
show they hope to air in 2005.

NEW YORK

Panel discusses legal issues that
surround same-sex marriage
BY JESSICA BAPTISTE
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others at the rally supported free
tuition for CUNY students.
While the protest was underway,
the Board of Trustees was discussing NYC Board of Education initiatives and announcing new appointments. The Board, which generally
meets at Baruch College, was invited to Harlem (City College) and
The Bronx (Hostos Community
College) to witness the experience
of CUNY students throughout the
system.

Bloomberg jumps party lines; backs Schumer
NEW YORK Republican Mayor Michael Bloomberg ditched his

party’s Senate candidate -- and his own earlier statements -- to
endorse Democratic Sen. Charles Schumer on Friday.
Asked about the same race on Oct. 5, Bloomberg said: “I’ve
always said that who I vote for is my business. I’ll do it in the
privacy of the voting booth.” But Friday, Bloomberg said without
prompting: “Chuck Schumer is up for re-election ... and I will vote
for him.” A spokeswoman for Republican Howard Mills called the
mayor’s move “no surprise” because Bloomberg’s transportation
commissioner, Iris Weinshall, is married to Schumer.
Some Republicans privately recalled the shocking crossparty 1994 endorsement of Democratic Gov. Mario Cuomo by
Bloomberg’s predecessor, Rudolph Giuliani, which Gov. George
Pataki at the time called a stab in the back. Bloomberg justiﬁed
his endorsement as a better choice for New York City. State Republican insiders said Friday that they believed Bloomberg was
bidding for Schumer’s support, tacit or otherwise, in next year’s
mayoral race. Schumer, however, has let it be known in party
circles he intends to support the nominee from his own party.

Lawmakers seek tougher DWI penalties

NEW YORK three Democratic state legislators from Flushing
promised Friday to ﬁnally enact tough new laws for drunk drivers
who kill or seriously injure others. Such legislation has been
pending in the Legislature for more than two decades, but has
not passed because of inaction by Assembly Democrats. Assemb. Brian McLaughlin, Assemb. Nettie Mayersohn and Sen.
Toby Ann Stavisky announced their support for the legislation
at a Fresh Meadows intersection where an alleged drunk driver
killed one youngster and seriously injured another last week.
Attorney Sanford Rubenstein, representing the families of the victims “I strongly believe that the legislature should amend current
law to make causing death or serious injury while driving while
intoxicated a felony offense,”
Law enforcement sources said Friday they have pushed for years
to make such a change, which was proposed by the state’s Law
Enforcement Council as long ago as 1983.

NATIONAL
Osama bin Laden releases pre-election tape

WASHINGTON An Osama Bin Laden tape was released right be-

fore the elections. The tape features a seemingly healthy Osama
Bin Laden, making use of both his arms, disproving the belief
that he had been wounded in Afghanistan. A very well dressed,
but slightly more gaunt Bin Laden acknowledges responsibility
for the September 11 attacks and warns Americans that they will
continue if American foreign policy doesn’t change in regard to
the Middle East. The Palestinian plight was sited, as it had been
previously, as one of the main reasons, a long with the US “occupation” of Saudi Arabia referring to U.S. military bases there
and the close cooperation between the two governments. New to
the litany of fundamentalist grievances was the Israeli invasion of
Lebanon, which Bin Laden says was US backed. The tape is being analyzed for possible hidden messages to AlQaeda members
to launch attacks. Bush and Kerry commented on the tape. Neither showed any sympathy for Bin Laden or his group whatever
the motives that purportedly made them murder thousands of
people were.
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Legal experts
talk about
gay marriage
Continued from page 3
the Constitution, which might take
about 20 years, so we have to think
of another approach.”
The good thing about New York
State Law, as mentioned by Weiser,
is that New York recognizes out-ofstate marriages. The Attorney General recognized same-sex marriages
for individual rights. Moss feels sure
that same-sex marriages will soon
become a reality in New York because of the high homosexual population.
After the speeches, the ﬂoor was
open for questions. “How does the
NY State tax policy affect same-sex
couples?” Even though New York
recognizes out-of-state marriages, it
does not grant tax beneﬁts for these
couples.
An interesting question that was
posed was “what are the legal reasons people have against same-sex
marriages?” Weiser said that many
people believe in the need for procreation.
Another one asked if the legalization of same-sex marriages will lead
to people wanting to legalize marrying their pets? Moss responded
by saying that it will never be possible for people to marry their pets
because only people have rights and
animals do not. Also, how can there
be intimacy between people and animals?
Joseph Scopo, president of the
Pre-Law Society, said, “This is a very
important issue that requires immediate attention and the guest panelists each provided great speeches
directed toward the history, property
issues and current situations concerning same-sex marriages in New
York.”
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WRITE
FOR THE
TICKER
The Ticker is
seeking News
Writers to
cover CUNY
and schoolrelated news,
club events
and outside
activites of
interest. The
ticker also
seeks a news
briefs writer.
Please contact
thetickernews
@hotmail.com
for more
information.
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Top Colleges ranked by students
vs. U.S. News and World Report

A new system for ranking colleges and universities rates the schools that top students
prefer when they can choose from among them. U.S. News and World Report, which
publishes a popular ranking, uses various statistics to rate schools.
Ranking by student preference
U.S. News and World Report
Data from high schol seniors in 2000
Data from college survey in 2004
1. Harvard
1. Harvard
2. Yale
Princeton
3. Stanford
3. Yale
4. California Institute of Tech.
4. University of Pennsylvania
5. Massachusetts Institute of Tech.
5. Duke
6. Princeton
Massachusetts Institute of Tech.
7. Brown
Stanford
8. California Institute of Tech.
8. Columbia
9. Amherst
9. Columbia
10. Dartmouth
Dartmouth
11. Wellesley
11. Northwestern
12. University of Pennsylvania
Washington University in St. Louis
13. Notre Dame
13. Brown
14. Swarthmore
14. Cornell
15. Cornell
Johns Hopkins
16. Georgetown
University of Chicago
17. Rice
17. Rice
18. Williams
18. Notre Dame
19. Duke
Vanderbilt
20. University of Virginia
20. Emory

New N.Y. law becomes eﬀective today
Continued from front
cluding a well-known Albanian pop
singer, while they slept, bringing the
issue to public attention.
Following the deaths, Bloomberg
appealed to fellow New Yorkers to
consider the gravity of the danger
presented by the colorless, odorless,
tasteless deadly gas. According to
the National Center for Environmental Health, more than 500 people die
each year in the United States as a result of carbon monoxide poisoning,
which usually occurs during sleep.
In a press conference held after

the deaths, Bloomberg said, “This
law is critical to ensuring that all
New Yorkers protect themselves and
their loved ones against carbon monoxide. Carbon monoxide detectors
are your best line of defense against
this silent killer. I urge all homeowners, building owners and landlords to
comply with this law quickly as the
weather is getting colder and these
dangers increase during the winter
season.”
Accompanying the mayor was
Fire Commissioner Scoppetta. He
vocalized his support for the new

law. “The presence of both a smoke
detector and a carbon monoxide detector in addition to regular, professional maintenance on furnaces and
boilers can go a long way to helping
save lives and avoid tragedy this
winter season,” he said.
Building owners are entitled to a
reimbursement of $25 per detector
from tenants. Tenants may purchase
their own detectors, but they must be
of a type approved by the Buildings
Commissioner.
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USG

On Oct. 28, the USG held their XXX
meeting of the semester.
President’s Report
Sime Marnika reported the success
of the leadership conference in Long
Beach, Calif. he and nine other government members attended.
Vice President’s Report
After last week’s sociology class controversy, Muhammad Iqbal wants to
create and formalize a structure on
how to respond to student complaints
and concerns before asking help from
administration. The target is mostly
freshmen, who are unaware of their
rights or are afraid to speak up. Some
suggested to set up more complaint
boxes, while others preferred e-mail.
No ﬁnal decision reached.
Treasurer’s Report
Edouard Roland said the Board of
Directors meeting on Nov. 16 at

GSA
On Oct. 18 and Oct. 25, the GSA held
meetings:
General Information
The GSA meets Mondays at 9:00
p.m. in VC-256. Meetings are open
to all graduate students. The GSA
website is at baruchgsa.com.
Communication Committee
The Committee is working on updating Blackboard. It has gotten access to administer Blackboard and is
posting information on the GSA
Graduate Programs
The Ofﬁce of Student Life will be
holding many events for graduate
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12:45 p.m. in the conference room.
Academic Affairs
Upper Senator Kathlene Burke reported that she had spoke to the
chairman of the Sociology Department, Glenn Petersen, about the Sociology 1005 class. The offensive assignment was withdrawn. A student
from the class present in the meeting
said that the professor will give the
students a similar project without the
questions, and they will be given additional time to ﬁnish it.
Burke has also sent a letter to James
Murphy about the problem of block
scheduling in upper-level courses.
This letter was brought into the attention of Philis Zadra, the associate
dean of the Zicklin School of Business. She asked to attend a USG
meeting. No decision reached.
Lower Senator Kelly Iﬁll continued
to urge students to submit textbook
titles needed to be reserved in the

students. Ginny Goldberg will be
posting announcements on Blackboard and sending e-mail updates.
Zicklin’s Graduate Leadership Series will be Nov. 17 in VC 14-250
from noon to 1:30 p.m. Executives
on Campus will be Tuesdays from
1 p.m. to 2 p.m. See baruch.cuny.
edu/eoc/tues_career.htm for more
information. Nov. 10, a “Lunch and
Learn” event will be held, focusing
on “Financing Start-Ups,” in VC
14-285 from 12:30 p.m. to 1:45 p.m.
RSVP to noemi_taveras@baruch.
cuny.edu. Contact Goldberg to announce a club event or for more information on Student Life.

library.
Allassane Touré was added to the
Academic Affairs committee.
Campus Affairs
Upper Senator Keston Barrow reported the successful outcome of the
Halloween party.
He said the Informer-Fiscal Guidelines for the Expenditure of Student
Activity Fees is now available online
at baruchusg.com, and encouraged
everyone to place feedback on the
USG website.
Committee member Keisha George
said she is speaking to Associate Vice
President of Buildings and Grounds
Dan Kaufmann about the escalators,
and a conclusion will be reached by
the end of next month. Lower Senator Davendra Radjkumar said he is
trying to keep in contact with the 13th
Precinct about police patrol and other security issues around the college.
Barrow announced that a Multi-Cul-

Other Updates
The Graduate Voice will print its
ﬁrst edition of the year on Nov. 1.
GSA Socials
A discussion was held on funding
the remaining GSA socials. More
than 300 people attended the previous one. Funds will be moved from
the current budget to fund the next
socials. The next social will be Nov.
4 in the Multi-purpose Room. Treasurer Sharon Keenan is looking into
alternative menus.
Club Budgets
Club budgets were voted on an approved for the Quant Network and

tural Luncheon will be held soon.
Legislative Committee
Upper Senator Jody-Ann Graham reported the successful turnout of Hip
Hop 201’s Dead Prez event that the
USG co-sponsored.
Appeals Committee
Iqbal reported on behalf of Lower
Senator Victor Law, announcing
that the deadline for the clubs to appeal prior to the Board of Director’s
meeting will be Nov. 11.
Constitution Committee
The newly formed committee headed by Radjkumar is now accepting
interested students. He announced
that he plans to compile club constitutions in a binder for references.

Faculty Evaluation Form. He said
that so far the objective questions
will be given to the chairman of each
department, while the comments
page will be given directly to teachers. Although professors will receive
the comments after ﬁnal grades are
submitted, a discussion was raised
that possible teacher biases may occur if students need grade changes.
No solution was reached, and it is
still in discussion.
Lower Senator Keisha George will
write a letter to Murphy about student employment availability on
campus.
Reminder to all clubs: Deadline to
submit club appeals and budgets will
be next Monday.

Old Business
Former President Adrian Lovell presented the new Student Course and

Compiled by

CREGA. The budget for the American College of Healthcare Executives
was put on hold, pending further information.

and pass on information conveyed in
the meetings to their members.

Professional Devel. Committee
The PDC is working with the
Graduate Career Center to develop
networking and job opportunities for students. The GCC is looking for more students to volunteer. Contact Shahzad Hashmi at
sh036312@baruch.cuny.edu.
Leaders’ Presence at Meetings
Clubs receive all of their funds from
the GSA. However, many of their
leaders do not attend their meetings

MARY GRACE TORRES
Contributing Writer

Student Participation in the GSA
Graduate students are needed to attend the GSA meetings and join
committees. With more manpower,
the GSA could more easily meet the
goals of the graduate student body
and lobby the administration to meet
student needs and fulﬁll student requests.

Compiled by

ERIKA MEYERS
Contributing Writer
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Wed-Fri 8pm
Sat 2pm, 6pm, 9pm
Sun 2pm, 5:30pm

Call the Box Office 212-420-8000 and use code “GRACC30”
Minetta Lane Theatre, 18 Minetta Lane (Between West 3rd and Bleecker) Groups 212-302-7000
*This offer cannot be combined with any other discount and is not applicable to previously purchased tickets. All sales are final. No refunds or exchanges.
Subject to availability. Normal phone and Internet service fees apply. Limit 8 tickets per order. Offer valid 9/1/04 - 12/17/04. Offer not valid 11/19-28/04.
Offer may be revoked at any time. Must show student ID.

Doncaster's
exclusive line of
clothing is available
by appointment with
Margarita Bloch.
She will help
you express your
individual style with
a clothing line
that boasts exquisite
fabrics, sophisticated
designer details,
and unsurpassed
quality.
To view the current
collection at our
57th Street Studio,
contact
Margarita Bloch at
212-473-6153.
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The battle of survival with sickle cell anemia
BY JESSICA BAPTISTE
Staff Writer

Did you know that an estimated 80,000
Americans have Sickle Cell Anemia? Stacey
Mason is one of them. She was diagnosed with
the disease when she was 11 months old. Now
she is 33, and has been battling with this disease
all her life. She inherited the disease from her
parents, who had both traits of the disease.
What is Sickle Cell Anemia? According to
the Department of Health and Human Services,
it is an inherited blood disease in which there is
a shortage of red blood cells. Sickle Cell Anemia
is incurable and causes strokes and damage to
organs.
Normal red blood cells are round like doughnuts and they move through small blood tubes in
the body to deliver oxygen. Sickle red blood
cells become hard, sticky and are shaped like
sickles used to cut wheat. When these hard and
pointed red blood cells go through the small
blood tube, they clog the flow and break apart.
This can cause pain, damage and a low blood
count, or anemia.
Mason has had to be hospitalized over 50
times throughout her life. "When I was six years
old, I had a fever of 105 degrees. I remember
having my entire body wrapped in ice in order
the ease the pain," she said.
As an adult, she has gotten pneumonia about
seven times. This illness made her body very
weak and most of the time she had to stay in the
hospital for two to three weeks. That's longer
than the average person, who Mason says usually stays about a week. Another fatal illness that
She has had to endure because she has Sickle
Cell Anemia is bacterial meningitis.
When she was pregnant, along with having
morning sickness, she had an extreme case of the
life-threatening disease called preaclamsia. This
illness makes one’s blood pressure go extremely
high and makes the body retain water. In addition, Mason remembers that after she gave birth,
her face got so swollen that she lost her vision
for five days.
"It was very difficult," she told me. The medication she received made her feel worse before
she got better. She remembers at one point that
her headaches became so severe, "I could see my
skull when I closed my eyes," she said. After her

vision came back, she had to stay in the hospital hospitalizations she had to pay the difference.
for another two weeks to heal completely from
Her family has been always been very supPreeaclampsia.
portive, but when she was a child she remembers
Just like any other disease, one must main- her parents being too overprotective, especially
tain a healthy diet, drink plenty of water, get her mom. "My mom forbid me to ride a bicycle,
enough sleep and rest, get a flu shot and other swim or do all the rest to things kids my age
vaccinations to prevent infections, etc. In addi- were allowed to do."
tion, a person who has Sickle Cell Anemia must
At around eight years old, her first rememalways avoid over-exertion, stress and extremes bers realizing that her life is going to different
of heat and cold.
because she had
Mason is no
sickle cell anemia.
exception.
Any
In the beginning
kind of physical
she did not underactivity
must
stand why she to
always be in modbe the one with this
eration and it is
disease but, as time
necessary for her
went on, she soon
to drink more than
lost the "why me?"
eight glasses of
mentality.
water per day. She
"God does not
also has to eat food
make mistakes. I
that is high in iron
realized that He
like beet and has to
gave me this disavoid
drinking
ease to be an
alcohol at all costs.
example to teach
"If I drink one
people about it,"
night, I know that I
she stated.
will end up in the
She tries to
hospital the next
educate
people
day," she said.
about sickle cell
Since a person
anemia as much as
with Sickle Cell
possible. She does
must always be
research
online
hydrated, and alcoand is affiliated
hol dehydrates the
with
QSCAN
alcohol
body,
[Queens
Sickle
makes it very easy
Cell
Advocacy
for the individual
Network]. She met
PHOTO FROM WWW.SICKLECELLDISEASE.ORG
to get sick or hossome great and
The new Sickle Cell Disease Awareness Commemorative Stamp inspirational indipitalized.
Medication and hospitalizations are very viduals through her involvement in this organiexpensive for people with Sickle Cell Anemia. zation for ten years.
Mason is lucky to get her prescriptions for only
While she was growing up in Corona,
$10 a month. She found that the city hospital in Queens she did not know anyone her age who
her neighborhood allows her to get four pre- also had sickle cell anemia. This made her feel
scriptions for this low price. Before going there, very isolated since she did not have anyone to
she had to invest about four hundred dollars out compare herself with or to share similar experiof her pockets every month to pay for her med- ences with.
ication. These four hundred dollars excluded the
"In my early twenties when I joined QSCAN,
cost of hospital visits. Since Medicare, her insur- that's when I first got to know anyone who had
ance program, did not pay the full price for her this disease," she reminisced.

Since African-Americans are more likely
than any other race to get this disease, she tries
to educate them or anyone who is not aware of
sickle cell anemia. When she tells people that
she has a disease, she gets the same reaction over
and over again. "You don't look sick, how can
you have a disease?" Since there are not any
physical effects with sickle cell, people obviously do not think this disease is fatal. The sad truth
is that this disease is a 'silent killer.' This means
it can strike at any time.
She talked about the 2003 Sickle Cell
Treatment Act that was proposed by Jim Palent,
a senator from Missouri. This bill, if passed,
would provide generic counseling, sickle cell
outreach programs in medical institutions, and
services for adults coping with the disease.
Ever since she was in her early teens she
remembers reading that people with sickle cell
anemia were not expected to live beyond their
twenties. Imagine how devastated this teenager
might have been!
"After reading that I was not going to live for
a long time, I did not make any goals for the
future because there would be no point to them,"
she sadly remembers.
Right now, with new advances in medication
the life expectancy for people with sickle cell
anemia has risen to fifty years.
On Friday, Oct. 22 2004 at the Queens
Hospital Center, the US Postal Service unveiled
the new Sickle Cell Disease Awareness
Commemorative Stamp. Frank Fazio, Area
Manager of Jamaica Post Office, said that the
US Postal Service headquarters recognized the
significance of Sickle Cell Anemia and officially issued this commemorative stamp on Sept. 29.
Stacey felt "happy for the awareness [of
Sickle Cell Anemia] that has been made by this
stamp. Many people are not familiar with the
disease so I hope this is a tool that will bring
more awareness. People will use the stamps on
their mails and hopefully ask questions."
Looking back on her life, she believes that
she has become more humble and grateful for
the simple pleasures of life. Because of her faith
in God, she is happy with her life. "I know how
sick I can get and I thank God that I'm not as sick
as I used to be."

Baruch Beat: Events and Announcements
Events in the BPAC:
-MCC PlayLabSeries
Date:
Nov. 7
Time:
5:00 p.m.
Engelman Recital Hall
Place:
Admission:
Free and Open to the Public
MCC Theater's PlayLab Series presents readings of
new plays by a 22 member Playwrights' Coalition usually the first time these plays by some of New
York's most exciting and talented playwrights have
ever been heard aloud.
-Aloha, Say All the Pretty Girls by Naomi Lizuka
Dates:
Nov. 9 – 13
Times:
Tues - Sat @ 7:30pm & Sat @ 2:30pm
Nagelberg Theatre
Place:
Admissions:Tickets are $10 General Admission;$8
with Baruch ID
The fall student production, directed by Debbie
Savietz, is all about relationships, love, friendship,
loss, comings and goings.
Events in the Sidney Mishkin Gallery:
-Underground Art, 1925-1950
Dates:
Oct. 1 – Nov. 4
Time:
Monday – Friday, Noon to 5 p.m.
Thursday, Noon to 7 p.m.
Sidney Mishkin Gallery (135 E. 22nd St.)
Place:
Admission: Free
A Centennial Celebration of the New York City
Subway. Opening Reception on Sept. 30 from 6–8
p.m. For more information call (212) 802-2690 or
visit baruch.cuny.edu/mishkin.

Events in Baruch:
-Chico O'Farrill Afro-Cuban Big Band
Date:
November 4, 2004
Time:
1:00 p.m.
Mason Hall
Place:
Admission: Free
-History Department Event
Date:
Nov. 4, 2004
Time:
12:30 PM
3-150 VC
Place:
Free
Admission:
Prof. Carol Berkin, distinguished professor and contributor to many documentaries including Rick Burns'
New York, will be hosting an event dicussing the
power of history and its effects on our times.
-Writing about Economics: A Discussion with Paul
Volcker
Date:
Nov. 4
Time:
3:00 p.m.
Place:
Room 750, Newman Library Building
Admission:
Free
Journalism professor Andrea Gabor will host a discussion with former Federal Reserve Board chairman
Paul Volcker as part of her "Writing about
Economics" class.
-Postmortem: Journalists Look at the 2004
Presidential Election
Date:
Nov. 4
Time:
12:45 p.m.
3-150 VC
Place:
Admission: Free

Gail Collins of the New York Times, Barbara Raab of
NBC and Wayne Hoffman, New York journalist analyze the media coverage of the presidential campaign.
Questions from the audience are welcome.
-Golden Key Speaker Event on Investment Banking
Nov. 4
Date:
12:30 p.m.
Time:
Place:
3-125 VC
Investment Banker, John C. Braddock, Senior Vice
President of Melhado Flynn & Associates is invited to
discuss
1) Brief Overview of an Investment Banking
Transaction
2) Preparing for a Career in Investment Banking
3) Life as a Banker
Food and refreshments will be served.
-Freshmen Information Fair
Date:
Nov. 4, 2004

12:30 PM
Time:
Multipurpose Room 1-110 VC
Place:
Freshmen can find out about support services and
opportunities at the College. Representatives from
Bursar, Registrar, Career Development Center,
Financial Aid, International Student Services, SACC,
Testing & Evaluation, Student Life, Health Center,
Admission and Study Abroad will be available to
answer questions.
Executives on Campus:
Sessions will be held in the Baruch Vertical Campus,
in Room 14-235 from 1:00 p.m. to 2:00 p.m. on the
scheduled Tuesdays. You must register at
baruch.cuny.edu/eoc to attend.
- Presenting the Best You in Business
Nov. 2
Date:
Ellen Cahill, co-founder, Cahill Associates

Career Development Center Events

Finance/IT Career Expo: Thurs. Nov. 4, 12:00 - 2:30
p.m., VC 14-220.
Diversity Job Fair: Friday, Dec. 3, 12:00 - 3:00 p.m.,
VC 14-220
WORKSHOPS
* Job Search Workshop, Tuesday, Nov. 2, 5:00 7 :00 p.m., VC 2-190
* Internship Seminar, Wednesday, Nov. 3, 3:00 p.m.5:00 p.m., VC 2-190

SPECIAL EVENTS

* Finance & IT Career Expo, co-sponsored by CISS,
ALPFA, Beta Alpha Psi,
Thursday, Nov. 4, 12:00 - 2:30 p.m., VC 14-220
* CUNY Fall Job Fair, Friday, Nov. 5, 1:00 - 4:00
p.m., at John Jay College, 899 10th
Avenue, 4th Floor, (corner of 59th Street)
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The Counseling Center: help Baruch help you
BY NATALIE BAGHDADI
Contributing Writer

Do you feel stressed out from school or
work? Did you just breakup with a significant
other and need someone to talk to? Are you
having problems at home or with friends? If
not, you’re lucky, but the truth is, most of us do
have everyday problems that could be disrupting the way we function and think. Sometimes
situations get so overwhelming that we don’t
know how to cope with them. Holding everything inside is not healthy. Sometimes talking
about your problems is the first step in figuring
out how to solve them.
Baruch College offers a Counseling Center
open to all Baruch students free of charge!
Some people pay hundred of dollars a session
to talk to psychologists about things that bother them, but Baruch College provides such services free of charge. The Counseling Center
focuses on students personal issues and presents a holistic treatment experience.
The Counseling Center is located in the
25th Street building (next to the library building) on the ninth floor. Many times students
may feel weird going to talk to a counselor
about problems; this is why this location is a
very convenient way to stay confidential.
There is a less likely chance to bump into
someone you know. Being away from the VC
building is a safer feeling, although many students do not know that such a great resource
exists.
Students who go to the Counseling Center
for first time feel relieved that they did. It is a
cathartic feeling to talk to someone about personal matters, and release one’s mind.
Counselors provide an outsider’s perspective,
and it’s completely private. They cannot talk
about anything students tell them, not even to
other faculty.
Students can choose between talking to
wise clinical psychologists with years of experience or if they feel they can relate better to a
peer, the Counseling Center has interns and
externs who are working toward their graduate
degree and are supervised by the clinical psy-

chologists. The interns and externs are very has a diverse environment of personnel.
ment attended. Even the Vice President of
On Thursday Oct. 14, the Counseling Student Development at Baruch, Samuel
reputable since Baruch College is a national
competitive program. People come here from Center held an open house from 1:30 p.m. to Johnson was present.
all over the United States and Canada. In addi- 2:30 p.m. that was open to all students. It was
The center refers students to the right
tion to their externs and interns, the a chance to meet the staff and learn about their department to help solve their problems and
Counseling Center is staffed with four clinical services, such as free individual and group answer questions.
psychologist adjuncts, three full-time clinical counseling, video screening, workshops, and
Baruch is such a diverse school and these
discussion groups. Dr. David Chang, the direc- counselors work with a cultural respect in
psychologists, and a licensed social worker.
The first session will be an hour long, and tor of the Counseling Center, as well as Dr. mind. They understand how hard it is to come
thereafter sessions are 45-50 minutes long. The Caroline Kasnakian, the training director, to a new state or country and have feelings
counselors are here everyday during the week talked about the advantages of the center. It such as loneliness or being homesick. The
on Mondays through Thursdays from 9 a.m. to was surprising to see how many people Counseling Center is offering a Social Group
8:30 p.m., and Fridays from 9 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. showed up to the meeting. There are so many for International Students so they can meet stuIf students want to come in after 5:30 p.m. they programs at Baruch that are associated with the dents from diverse backgrounds, share their
should make an appointment during normal Counseling Center. The associates from the experiences, and become enriched from their
business hours, that is, before 5 p.m. Career Development Center came to talk about hearing stories. Dr. Nancy Ziehler is the direcAppointments can be made by phone by call- programs such as “careers for peers” which tor of the international group and intern Stacy
ing (646) 312-2155 with Theresa, the Center’s involves students helping students find careers, Greenberg and Brandy Dunn are two co-leadsecretary. or email Counseling@baruch.cuny.edu. create resumes, and so on.
ers who will be working along with her. The
Information sessions are held on
The Seek Center is also a type of first meeting was on Oct. 21 and the group will
Wednesdays from 1:00 p.m. to 1:45 p.m. These Counseling Center for students with special run for five weeks. The counselors understand
psycho-education sessions will discuss a dif- financial needs. Grad Program representatives that many Baruch students work and attend
ferent topic issue every week, such as eating came to talk about their programs, an Honors school at the same time; this is why they are
disorders, anxiety, depression, and stress Program staff member came to show gratitude, here to help.
reduction. Screening sessions are held twice a and many psychology majors came to learn
semester during club hours on the second floor. more. Yearbook staff and the student governIt is questionable
whether the Center
will continue these
group sessions if
there is no demand
for them, although
they would love to
continue them if
more people show
interest. Students
can
call
the
Counseling Center
to find out more
information
and
make any suggestions.
The
Counseling Center
is open to any new
ideas students have
PHOTO BY NATALIE BAGHDADI FOR THE TICKER
for dealing with
personal issues. It is Members of the Counseling Center intern Stacy Greenberg, Dr. David Cheng, intern Brandy Dunn, Dr. Caroline Kasnakian, Dr. Nancy Ziehler and
very supportive and extern Angela Kang

Commercials make it everywhere, even in your games
BY YAIR MATAN
Staff Writer

The red sports car is most known to
videogame players from Out Run. Since the
1980s the idea of advertising via games was
exposed to the world. That came from the film
industry, where everyone got to know what an
Omega was from the 007 series, and many other
brands that followed the concept.
In the latest twist on the trend, top makers
are beginning to ship PC videogames with blank
spaces in them for virtual ads to be inserted.
They are letting advertisers change those ads
on the fly and charging them based on how
many game players actually see them and how
often. It is a big departure from current practice,
where advertisers generally pay flat fees for ingame placements that are locked in once the
games begin shipping.
Game makers are betting that new in-game
advertising formats such as the changeable billboards and data on how often game players see
them will let them sell ads to the mass of advertisers who have been wary to date. They are
hoping to capitalize on corporate interest in
videogames as a way to reach the 21-to-34year-old male audience, amid advertiser concern that young males are spending less time
watching TV and more time online and playing
videogames.
One of the key players in the industry is Real
Networks Inc., known for their Real Player software. Real’s demographic research found that
from the players 55.94 percent are Female;
44.06 percent are Male; 61.23 percent are 35
years old and older, and 74.52 percent are 21
years old and older. Furthermore, according to
the research the most intensive casual gamers
have an annual household income of between
$45,000 and $75,000-substantially higher than
median household income of roughly $42,000
reported by the US Census (Jupiter Research

2004), and more than 50 percent are on broadband connection.
For the first time, some of the new ad techniques are included in games making their way
into consumers' hands. Take-Two Interactive
Software Inc.'s "Mall Tycoon 2 Deluxe" game
for PCs began shipping this month with the virtual billboard technology created by Massive
Inc., a closely held New York start-up business.
Under a test program, Massive will today
begin
feeding
advertisements
from
RealNetworks Inc. into it. People who play the
game on Internet-connected computers will see
those ads sprinkled through the virtual landscape of the game, which challenges players to
create and manage three-dimensional shopping
malls.
Massive's system allows it to change the billboards at the advertisers' requests and collects
detailed data on how often a player sees the ads.
Massive then uses that data for pricing the ad
placements, charging per user "impression." It
has signed deals to provide in-game ads to top
publishers, including Infogrames Entertainment
SA subsidiary Atari Inc., Vivendi Universal
Games Inc., Ubisoft Inc., and Konami Corp.
Ubisoft, for one, plans to place Massive-generated billboards in its "Tom Clancy Splinter Cell
3: Chaos Theory" title to be released in March.
The Director of Publicity at Massive
Software is Lisa Van Cleef. Van Cleef has a long
history of providing marketing communication
services to technology companies. Her client
list has included Pixar Animation Studios, Sony
Pictures Imageworks, Lucas Film Ltd.,
Protozoa Studios, and Meyer Sound
Laboratories.
Game publisher Activision Inc. and Nielsen
Entertainment, a unit of VNU NV that tracks
entertainment data, separately plan to announce
further developments in their joint effort to
develop systems for measuring the reach of
videogame advertisements. They have signed

up
DaimlerChrysler
AG's Chrysler Group
unit as part of a test
involving several hundred game players to
measure how often they
view and how they
interact with in-game
ads.
An inaudible audio
signal coded into
Activision's
"Tony
Hawk's Underground
2" skating game on PCs
will alert a Nielsen
monitoring system each
time the test game players view product placements
related
to
Chrysler Group's Jeep
brand within the game.
The Nielsen box will
send that data over the
Internet to Nielsen
Entertainment, which
will use it as part of its
continuing effort to
develop reach and frequency measurements
for videogame ads that
mirror those used by
TV.
PHOTO FROM WWW.MSXGAMESBOX.COM
Chrysler Group had
SEGA’s
OutRun
is
one
of
the
many
games
that
now
includes virtual ads
doubts about ads it purchased in an earlier
game in the Tony Hawk series because it had lit- al billboards as well.
tle concrete way to measure how effective they
Part of the advertisers that players would see
were. But Nielsen's measurement technology, soon on their home PC’s or MAC’s screens are
and the new ability to link to its Web sites from Mercedes-Benz-Chrysler, Acura, BMW, Lexus,
within the latest game, won Chrysler back. Jeff McDonalds, Michelin, Nokia, MasterCard and
Bell, vice president of the division's Chrysler of course the parent of almost every PC,
and Jeep brands, says they are considering Microsoft.
advertising through Massive's network of virtu-
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The Big Apple Fest brings
artsy apples to New York City
BY SAMANTHA ENTELES
Staff Writer

PHOTO FROM WWW.BIGAPPLEFEST.ORG

My First Apple•by Marc Ecko (left)
From top to bottom:
I Love New York•by Romero Britto
Cloisonne Apple•by Ferebee Streett Thulman
Dreamer Kids•by Grace Graupe Pillard
42nd Street Apple•by Tova Snyder
Life is a Party For Those
Who Dance! #1•by John Nickerson
New York Mantra•by Romero Britto
The Love-Knot Apple•by Dianevon Furstenberg
Big Apple Trains•by Police Athletic League

November is apple-picking month in New York City, and several non-profit organizations will reap the rewards. The Big
Apple Fest features over 300 apples with original designs placed
throughout New York City. The apples create a more beautiful city and will generate money for several New York-based
charities when auctioned off.
On Nov. 29, Sotheby’s Auction
House will auction off the
apples at Cipriani on 42nd
Street. This year, three
New York charities have
been chosen to benefit
from the auction - The
Police Athletic League,
City Harvest and NYC
& Company.
Each organization
makes a unique contribution to New York
and its residents. The
Police Athletic League
supports youth and
keeps them off the
streets. City Harvest
regularly
distributes
food to more than 800
community food programs
(from soup kitchens &
homeless shelters to AIDS
care providers, senior centers
& children’s day care centers),
helping provide healthy meals to
200,000 people each week, and NYC
& Company encourages tourism and
works to enhance the image of the city.
of
BILLYARTNYCSTUDIOS,
Billy,
designed four of the apples on display. He describes his work as
“ ‘urban primitive.’ It has a colorful and vibrant energy to it,
much like the energy of New York. All my apples, even though
they are sponsored by five very different companies, all have this
similar energy. They represent the spirit and vitality of the city.”
Anna Ostrovskaya and Medina Huertas, two 21-year-old students at Baruch College, walked by Billy’s “Kissing the Big
Apple” apple on Madison and 24th Street, and were attracted by
the colors and the “creativity,” according to Huertas.
Both women consider it an inventive way to raise money.

Ostrovskaya said, “It is important for people to do what they can
to help their fellow New Yorkers in a struggle to support important charities. And not only are people contributing to worthwhile charities, but they also get something in return. They get a
really beautiful piece of artwork in return. This is
something they can look back on later in life and see
that they did something worthwhile."
The apples, four feet tall and constructed of
either clear or opaque Plexiglas, are
designed
by
many
artists.
Submissions of designs took
place in February and vary
widely. There are 3-D creations, such as Isabelle
Garbani’s “All the Little
Apples” apple, which features a clear apple filled
with smaller apples, each
painted with a flag from
the United Nations. There
are also simple painted
versions.
The
Police
Athletic League created an
apple that still looks like
an apple, just spiced up
with a giant smiley face.
The Price of a “Big
Apple” is considerably more
then an edible apple. It costs
$8,500 to sponsor an apple,
and $12,500 to sponsor and
keep an apple. Sponsors include
large corporations such as the
Dreyfus Corporation, whose apple in
the southwest entrance of Grand
Central Terminal is wrapped in red and
white stripes with a corner of stars. There
are also individual sponsors, like the
Collectors of Posoon Park Sung. Their apple featured a “circle dance for diversity,” and is designed by Posoon
Park Sung.
Four years ago the city was invaded by “Cows on Parade,” a
similar theme of individual designs on cows that were eventually auctioned off to support New York City charities and organizations. The auction of the cows brought in a total of almost.
$1,400,000, and the idea was such a success that a repeat with
apples makes sense. Billy, who also worked on the cows, says
“I've done everything from cows, dogs, porta potties and now
apples. I’m looking forward to the next project.”

“Barbara Bush Never Slept Here” shows the human side of politics
BY CARA TABACHNICK
Contributing Writer

Never before has the public been privy to
the dirty business of politics as in this year’s
presidential election. In the play “Barbara
Bush Never Slept Here,” the audience
observes how complicated these relationships
become in a small town. Set in Wrightsville,
Texas, the play focuses on Homer Patrick
Kenilworth, a state representative, who
returns to his hometown after losing his seat in
the last senate race.
Thrown into despair not only by his loss,
but also by the win of George W. Bush as president, Kenilworth seeks solace with his exwife, Sandra Guthrie, and searches for new
direction in his life. With sharp, poignant dialogue written by David Dewitt, the cast and
crew of “Barbara Bush Never Slept Here”
takes an admirable shot of examining how to
react when life takes an unwelcome turn.
The play takes place on a small stage,
which was intelligently designed by production designer Mikiko Suzuki. A table serves as
the centerpiece that divides a homey kitchen
and a small-town Texan bar. “One of the greatest challenges, which I believed turned into
one of the play’s greatest strengths, was not
dividing the set so the audience’s attention
would ping-pong between the two places,”
said the director, Jim Bracchita. The nicely
resolved pacing and movement of the performance satisfies this directive.
The play was conceived and produced by
members of Circle East, a repertory with the

mission to develop and produce new independent plays. Most of the actors were pulled
from within their ranks with the exception of
Missy Obregon, played by Rachelle Mendez,
who was also the only native Texan in the
bunch. Regardless, Mendez’s accent felt
forced and often over the top. Along with
Steven Mark Friedman, who played Homer
Patrick Kenilworth, they were the weakest
moments of the show.
While the other cast members were solid
performers, Pamela Dunlap’s (portraying
Pansy Matthews, a career councilwoman and
Homer Kenilworth’s old co-worker) presence
lit up the stage. Her down home Southern yet
vulnerable performance added life to the play
whenever the action got a bit flat. David
Mason, who played Robbie McIntosh, rounded out the cast with a strong performance.
For a first-time director, Jim Bracchita did
a solid job of producing a play that showed a
slice of life not often seen — the human side
of politics. Throughout the piece the audience
observes the passion and ego that often goes
hand in hand with the life of public service.
Bracchita affirmed, “I want the audience to
walk away with the sense that life throws
amazing curveballs but if you are strong
enough you can get through it. This play isn’t
only a political message, it’s a human message.”
Although the audience may not like politicians more after watching “Barbara Bush
Never Slept Here,” they can better understand
the issues that motivate them.

PHOTO FROM BPAC

Alice King, Rachelle Mendez and David Mason in a scene from “Barbara Bush Never Slept Here”
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2004 Presidential Election:
Kerry is Best Just Vote!

With the election tomorrow, we
the editorial board of The Ticker
by majority decision has decided
endorse Massachusetts Senator
John F. Kerry for the Presidency
of the United States. On policy
matters both foreign and domestic our views range closer to the
views expressed by the Senator
than those expressed by the
incumbent President George W.
Bush. We believe that in the past
three and a half years, President

Bush has been leading the country in the wrong direction and
that new leadership is needed in
order to put the United States on
the path needed in order to
ensure the best possible future
for the country. As college students, we feel that Kerry’s
stances help us the most as we
look towards the future.
[Next week’s issue of The Ticker
will examine the policies supported by whichever candidates
wins along with a look back at

what could have been had voters
chosen differently.]
No matter where you stand,
vote! Under the term that will
begin in January, most Baruch
students will be entering the
workforce. We must pick the
candidate who will help us the
most as we start out. A lack of a
vote is a lack of a voice and not
voting gives citizens no reason to
complain about unjust policies
when they didn’t influence them
when they had the opportunity.

What can we learn from the Boston Red Sox?

Last Wednesday evening, the
storied baseball franchise—
the Boston Red Sox ended their
well known and heavily written
about “curse” that has
plagued the minds and hearts
of Bostonians, Red Sox fan and
people
throughout
New
England, defeating the St.
Louis Cardinals to win the
world series for the first time
in 86 years.
The Red Sox, a representation of futility and numerous
opportunities for success that
quickly turned into defeat of
historical proportions defied
the odds that had been plaguing them over time, winning
their first World Series
Championship in that ever
lasting time span and proving
that a “curse” is nothing more
than an idea.
Boston and their perennial
arch-rival New York Yankees
have battled for the past 86
years, as the Yankees have
walked over them in brilliant

fashion—rolling past Boston
en route to 26 World Series
championships.
The Boston Red Sox, the
embodiment of the hopes of
New England began their age
of futility in 1920 when then
owner Harry Frazee sold
renowned slugger Babe Ruth
to the Yankees in order to produce his latest Broadway show.
The loss of Ruth burned the
city of Boston over the past 84
years and bred an atmosphere
where losing is an acceptable
norm.
This attitude has seeped in to
the Boston education system
with Dan Shaughnessy’s novel,
“The Curse of the Bambino”
becoming required reading for
high school students and the
message of losing has made it
into the curriculum.
It took one evening for that
to change, one baseball team
wearing the uniform synonymous with losing took the field
in St. Louis and quickly
reversed history and the culture of never coming in first.

But after years of futility, the
Red Sox proved that history is
can be reversed and that nothing is impossible.
This is an approach we can
all take into academics, business and beyond.
History and the numerous
naysayers in this world cannot
dictate one’s future. Drive,
determination and the realization that holding a “loser”
title or “dead end” position
may mean that one’s options
are limited and a destiny of
defeat and failure is the only
option. That is not the case.
As the Red Sox proved, the
history books can only be used
as a reference point to the
past—but are no indication of
the future. In the Red Sox
case, the curse was nothing
more than eight and a half
decades of underachievement.
On Wednesday evening, we
learned something from professional sports.

Editor’s Note- A special thank you to Sports Information Director John Neves and Director of Student Life Carl Aylman for helping to get this
issue published.. Without their help, it may have never happened.
Thank You,
Aaron Siegel
Editor-in Chief

Quote of the Week:
“There are many more issues within CUNY. There may be a tuition hike, which
will keep the students out, the faculty needs a contract...in the mean time, the
Chancellor is making $350,000 a year with a housing allowance and a car.”
-William Crain, professor of psychology at City College representing PSCCUNY at a rally that took place outside the Vertical Campus last week
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Student in Iraq weighs in

Presidential white wash
DAN MARCHIONE

Every four years it occurs. Like clockwork
another presidential election is brought to the
forefront of national attention. Ad after ad, and
debate after debate, all the issues concerning
public policy are laid out for all to see.
Sometimes even issues that have no effect
whatsoever on politics are brought out for all to
see (Did you know Vice-President Dick
Cheney’s daughter is gay? Well John Edwards
made sure you did!). However, the issues play
no real role in electing a leader, because they are
all the same.
Take a look at the two candidates for president this year. George W. Bush and John Kerry.
Both men are around 60. Both men are around
six feet tall. Both men weigh around 190
pounds. And strikingly, both men are white.
Throughout the campaigns they have tried to
promote their supposed “everyman” status. But
last I checked, not every man (or woman for
that matter) is white. And even more glaring I
have come to find out not everybody comes
from a millionaire oil family or is married to a
billionaire wife. Funny how these facts seem to
slip through during political ad campaigns.
Money, as everybody at Baruch probably
knows, buys power. There is no other way to cut
it. When was the last time you saw a homeless
person run for any office? Never sounds like an
accurate number. How many “everymen” are
situated in high-ranking offices in Washington,
D.C.? The term ‘not many’ sounds just about
accurate. It is an unfortunate, but very true fact
that here in the United States money buys you
the power to control the government. Therefore,
the choice between Bush and Kerry is quite
obvious: It doesn’t matter. Bush and Kerry have
more money put aside for their presidential
campaigns than most of us are likely to see in
our lifetime. The title of President just becomes
another thing for these men to brag about at
their next country club gala, along with their
newest yacht and summer home.
Take a look at the majority of political office
holders in this country and you will notice two
things about them nearly every time, they are
over 50 and white. There is no debating this
fact. The saying continues to hold true that this
nation is run by fat, white, old men. Although,
these days many of these men have found out
that exercise can broaden their appeal to their
constituency. The problem here is that many,
many, many people’s needs go completely
ignored. They have no candidate to relate to in
public office. And they definitely have no can-

didate that can identify with the situation they
are in. Tell me if Kerry or Bush can relate to a
single, teenage mother on welfare, and attending school full time just to get that job at
McDonalds. The only time these two men have
heard accounts about troubled people were as
nightmare fables told to them by their fathers as
punishments for doing something wrong.
All the “minority” voters in this country are
also consistently left out in the presidential elections. Don’t worry, you will see Bush and Kerry
shaking hands with Black civic leaders and
Hispanic business owners, but that is only for
the photo opportunity. They just want to let you
know they are in touch with the views of all the
citizens. Unfortunately, what this goes to show
is that the political system is getting further
away from the views of these “minorities.” I use
the term in quotations because a) these groups
are not all that minor in society, and b) it is 2004
and we should not have to segregate ourselves
by color anymore. Therefore, maybe it is time
for these political parties to consider a black or
Hispanic candidate for president. Then maybe
some changes will get done here at home,
instead of the constant funding for international
governments who will just wage war against
our soldiers.
And speaking of soldiers, the youth of this
nation will continually be ignored by the government because that is the way the system is
designed. The old white men run the government, leaving everybody else to suffer the consequences of their actions. Over one thousand
soldiers have died in Iraq to date. That’s 1,000!
Many of those who died were under 25. Do
numbers like these have any effect on the candidates? Not really. Bush continues his hunt for
weapons of mass destruction, wait no, for terrorists, wait not that either, his hunt continues
for control of Iraq’s oil, that’s it! Kerry’s view
on the whole Iraq mess: “It isn’t my fault.” But
Kerry does not bother to suggest any ways to
end it either.
Once again, I have to repeat my view from
last week that voting is essential, and everybody
should do it. The problem is, voting for president this year will end in the same result, an old,
white man running the nation. This is a serious
problem that needs to be addressed. Until that
time, we all must make our voices heard and
show up on election day to put worthy candidates in office, not just the rich, white people we
see on TV.

I was just another Baruch student who got
called up to active duty for the Operation
Enduring Freedom. This summer I would
have gotten my bachelor’s degree but instead
I am far away from home, my family, my soon
to be wife and from other things that I love
and hate almost for a year now. This letter
from a citizen-soldier is a reminder to young
minds that will be building our future tomorrow that their freedom isn’t free.
The Baruch College is far behind, with all
of its idiotic rules and anti-military administration. You may or may not believe this but
while American Council on Education awarded me at least two dozen credits for my service, with four years of military experience
under my belt I was fighting to get at least one
physical education credit from evaluators at
the Registrar’s Office. I disagreed and kept
fighting these stupid rules; rules where service
member with highest linguist qualification by
world’s top linguist school cannot get language requirement satisfied or is forced into
taking First Aid class when he already had
been rated CPR Pro by American Health
Institute and possessed a valid EMT license.
I don’t know where the truth lies anymore, but
it occurs to me that those that sit in the offices
and waste our money by their mere presence
don’t even care if I am here or not. I wonder if
mothers of those soldiers whom I’ve sent
showers and toilets, so they could get a bit of
civilization when at rest from fighting, would
neglect me as much. I’ve been mad in the past
at things like that and I was eager to fight
these battles with bureaucrats but my war
awaited me in another place.
You get to hear a lot about Iraq on the news
and it haunts you everywhere you go but what
do you know about another war, war that I call
a forgotten one. It’s somewhat weird to
receive packages with letters from kids thanking you for fighting in Iraq or asking you to
distribute toys that they sent you to Iraqi kids.
I wish I could do that but I am not in a close
proximity to Iraq, even though I am closer to
it than most of you. I don’t want to describe
feelings of how it is to stand on the plane’s
ramp in full combat gear and weapon at lowready, with the plane in the taxi way surrounded by a minefield. Or what are the
thoughts that come to your mind when driving
through a war-torn city where sudden RPG
attack may blow you up in a split second. We
all glorify war back home. We see it in the
movies and want to experience it firsthand.
Folks back home call my fellow soldiers
heroes, maybe just because they remind them
of the movie heroes! But I know that there are
no heroes out here. They are just guys that
perform their duties with utmost courage just
because this is the way they are. I am here, not
because I have a need for money nor because

I wanted change of a lifestyle, I am here for
them - my brothers in arms, of whom some
may be dumb for risking their lives for the
people that don’t even care.
I remember September 11, 2001, and all
those scared and crying faces around me. I
remember a view of Ground Zero on Sept. 12
— all covered with mud and debris. I remember a firefighter that I saw from a bus window
on Sept. 13 coming back from Ground Zero,
as he was standing at the bus stop on his knees
all covered with smoke and unable to move
for working straight through the nights to save
more lives. Those images don’t follow me in
my dreams but almost every night I have a
nightmare. I wake up many times every night
and I don’t get to sleep peacefully as before.
I want to go back home but the only thought
of coming back to my regular life scares me.
I am tired of fighting but I know that I will
have to, again and again; I have no idea where
to find strength to face our faceless society. I
finally realized that most of the people back
home wear masks and hide their real feelings
deep inside. I am tired of this masquerade as I
get used to real faces of those that are here by
my side. Yeah, some of them are not that pretty as you get to see in magazines but at least
they are real. I don’t want any medals that
they will give me; I just need someone to
understand that what we do will become history and allow us to rebuild our society in the
same way as we learned to live here while
defending it. Perhaps it is too much to ask but
I want you to remember that tomorrow may
never come and you may never get to do
things that you love so much. We here get to
think about those things more often because
they are our reality and I would never wish
even the worst of my enemies to face this. I
would like to ask you to live your life to its
fullest and to remember a soldier leaving his
footprint on the desert sand as he paves the
road for people like you. I would like to wish
you to live in a peaceful world and perhaps
one day, when a life of a military or any other
person for that sake will be in your hands, to
cherish it as your own because it may as well
be.
At last, I don’t want you to be sad when
you’ve done reading this letter because the
world is still beautiful around you and I am
certain that you wouldn’t let anyone change it,
like I tried to do. After all, this is only my
pain, just thought I could share it with you.
SERGEANT DMITRIY BOCHEKO
873rd Trans Control Det.
39th Movement Control Bn
25th Infantry Division.

Tax cuts you can sink your teeth into
Voting for the right candidate is an important decision. Before you buy into all the rhetoric that John
Kerry is spewing on the campaign trail, read this interesting story which I found in a magazine a few
months ago:
I was having lunch with one of my favorite friends
last week and the conversation turned to the government’s recent round of tax cuts. “I’m opposed to those
tax cuts,” the retired West coast college instructor
declared, “because they benefit the rich. The rich get
much more money back than ordinary taxpayers like
you and me and that’s not fair.”
“But the rich pay more in the first place,” I argued,
“so it stands to reason that they’d get more money
back.” I could tell that my friend was unimpressed by
this meager argument.
So I said to him, let’s put tax cuts in terms everyone can understand. Suppose that every day 10 men
go to a restaurant for dinner. The bill for all ten comes
to $100. If it was paid the way we pay our taxes, the
first four men would pay nothing; the fifth would pay
$1; the sixth would pay $3; the seventh $7; the eighth
$12; the ninth $18. The tenth man (the richest) would
pay $59.
The 10 men ate dinner in the restaurant every day
and seemed quite happy with the arrangement until

ROMAN AMINOV

the owner threw them a curve. Since you are all such
good customers, he said, I’m going to reduce the cost
of your daily meal by $20. Now dinner for the 10 only
costs $80.
The first four are unaffected. They still eat for free.
Can you figure out how to divvy up the $20 savings
among the remaining six so that everyone gets his fair
share? The men realize that $20 divided by 6 is $3.33,
but if they subtract that from everybody’s share, then
the fifth man and the sixth man would end up being
paid to eat their meal.
The restaurant owner suggested that it would be
fair to reduce each man’s bill by roughly the same percentage, being sure to give each a break, and he proceeded to work out the amounts each should pay. And
so now the fifth man paid nothing, the sixth pitched in
$2, the seventh paid $5, the eighth paid $9, the ninth
paid $12, leaving the tenth man with a bill of $52
instead of $59.
Outside the restaurant, the men began to compare
their savings. “I only got a dollar out of the $20,” complained the sixth man, pointing to the tenth, “and he
got $7!” “Yeah, that’s right,” exclaimed the fifth man.
“I only saved a dollar, too. It’s unfair that he got seven
times more than me!”
“That’s true,” shouted the seventh man. “Why

should he get $7 back when I got only $2? The
wealthy get all the breaks!” “Wait a minute,” yelled
the first four men in unison. “We didn’t get anything
at all. The system exploits the poor.”
The nine men surrounded the tenth man and beat
him up. The next night he didn’t show up for dinner,
so the nine sat down and ate without him. But when
it came time to pay the bill, they discovered something
important. They were $52 short! And that, boys, girls,
and college instructors, is how America’s tax system
works. The people who pay the highest taxes should
get the most benefit from a tax reduction. Tax them
too much, attack them for being wealthy, and they just
may not show up at the table any more.
John Kerry claims that Bush’s tax cuts only benefit the rich. Ladies and gentlemen, John Kerry is not
an economist, definitely not a capitalist, he is what I
and many others would like to call a SOCIALIST. As
any economist would attest to, Bush’s tax cuts helped
fuel consumer consumption, which got our economy
out of a recession started during Bill Clinton’s second
term. Everyone who paid taxes got money back, the
child tax credit was raised by $1,000, and the marriage
penalty was reduced. The tax on dividends was also
reduced, benefiting seniors greatly. Another thing
John Kerry doesn’t seem to want to admit is that the

rich are the ones who are creating the jobs in this
country, in fact, 70 percent of the new jobs created in
the United States are created by small businesses
which are often sole-proprietorships and are taxed
based on the personal income tax rates. By cutting
taxes, not only do you increase consumption, which
helps the economy, but you also let small businesses
keep more of the money they make, which lets them
hire more people and invest in their business. Tax the
rich too much and they lose the incentive to work as
hard and grow their businesses. Obviously the rich got
back a significant portion of their money, the top 10
percent of income earners in 2001 shouldered 67.7
percent of income tax liabilities.
George Bush and John Kerry fundamentally differ in their economic views, and since most of us will
become businesspeople in the near future, it is important to understand these vital differences. George
Bush believes that you know what to do with your
money better than the federal government does, while
Kerry believes that Socialism is the best thing since
sliced bread.
Government-run health care? Protectionism?
High Taxes? No wonder Kerry is so fond of the
French, give Kerry four years and you could be saying ‘au revoir’ to your hard-earned money.

The opinions expressed on the Op-Ed pages are those of the individual writers, and do not necessarily represent the opinions of The Ticker editorial staff. The Ticker accepts typewritten or e-mailed opinion pieces from Baruch College
students. Please note that all pieces must be signed. Unsigned pieces will not be published. However, when appropriate, names will be withheld upon request. Publication of Op-Ed articles is contingent upon an editorial board vote.
Writers should provide day and evening telephone numbers, as well as an e-mail address if possible. All submissions are subject to editing for space and clarity. Address all opinion pieces and letters to the Op-Ed editor.
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Psst...

Are you secretly voting Republican?
NAME WITHHELD UPON THE WRITER’S REQUEST

so.

I am a registered Democrat and will remain

I had to write in response to The Ticker’s
Oct. 18 editorial on the apparent indifference of
Baruch College students toward the coming
election. It might look that way, but that’s not
the case. Besides, I’ve read scores of articles
declaring my fellow students’ political views,
in The Ticker itself. A sampling of recent OpEd articles boast such titles as “Kerry Scores,”
“Bush’s Character Deficiencies,” and “Bush
Sending Mixed Messages.” Prof. Tsurumi’s
recent piece(s) on how well he knew his former
student George W. Bush were also quite wild
(but a little hard to read — with all due respect,
he obviously doesn’t teach an English writing
course). But, you wouldn’t find an article in
The Ticker sporting the titles “Kerry Wants It
Both Ways” or “Trial Lawyers are Always
Honest: Presenting John Edwards.”
Yet I’ve personally discovered that there are
a significant amount of Republicans (or at least
people voting Republican) here in Baruch
College, though it appears that they prefer not
to admit it to their aggressive Democrat friends.
Just today I saw someone in the Vertical
Campus elevator, sporting a bright-colored pin
quietly supporting “Bush-Cheney 2004.” I also
sit in a class this semester where almost all the
students have personally confided to me that
they believe in President Bush more than Sen.
Kerry. It’s no surprise. Unfortunately, the policy of angry young students screaming and
pushing a certain political view, and losing
friendships just because their views differ, is
very common, so people often choose not to
argue; also, for example, I must withhold my
name from this piece because three of the five
teachers who are with me this semester are very
radical Democrats, who spend up to 15 minutes
of class time drilling their students to develop
some form of hate for a certain political leader,
and who are absolutely enraged when a student
pipes up with other ideas. I really can’t afford
having my Op-Ed piece affect my grade,
because it’s happened once before (thanks to
my big mouth). It seems, like Republican
Adam Bellow recently wrote in New York
Magazine, “we have grown used to sitting with
a quiet smile while someone goes off on a
tirade about Reagan or Bush and heads around
the table nod in vigorous approval.” (Sept. 6,
2004).
And, echoing fellow staff writer Dan
Marchione’s words last week, this whole
celebrity abuse of the voting process has gone
too far, and sometimes to outrageous levels of
stupidity. Watching TV one night, it was puzzling to see when at a “Vote or Die!” celebrity
fest, actor Jake Gyllenhaal took a deep breath,
cocked his head, and “coolly” remarked: “I
think voting is…sexy.” How is it sexy? Does
he want to enter into a carnal relationship with
the voting booth? I’m glad to hear that his masculinity (or maybe his femininity) is enhanced
when he enters a voting booth. It’s clear that, by
simply blurting out this pop keyword “sexy,”
Gyllenhaal wants to corner his infatuated
detached-from-reality fans and make them vote
(obviously) for Kerry. While there is a dulylegislated IRS tax law that forbids religious
institutions and leaders from openly endorsing
a political candidate, it’s too bad that there really isn’t any that applies towards celebrities as
well, as they abuse their celebrity status to get
their mindless slave-fans to vote for whomever
THEY want, at whim. I find that many individuals, especially people my age, treat celebrities
and Hollywood and pop culture with the same
ferocious devotion as if it were a religion. Do
you really think most people sincerely think
about the issues in all seriousness or do most
just waltz into a theater, see “Fahrenheit 9/11”,
and come out saying, “Duh, I guess Bush is the
bad guy. Did you see all those dead people?”
The fact of the matter is: there is a critically
different approach to battling terrorism in the
Bush Administration and in the Kerry proposal.
Sen. John Kerry recently told the New York
Times Magazine that we can’t completely
obliterate terrorism; that the “nuisance” will
always exist like “gambling and prostitution.”
(Oct. 10, 2004). I don’t know what planet this
man is on. The New York Times must have
accurately reported his words – believe it or

not, the Times later endorsed him. Is the
destruction of the World Trade Center, and the
attacks on the Pentagon, or the bombings that
happened at U.S. embassies overseas, just as
tolerable as the social problems of “prostitution” or even more so, “gambling?” I didn’t
think so. If I did, I’d have to check into
Bellevue.
The fact of the matter, if you resort to preWorld War II American isolationism and just
“leave those terrorists alone,” it can and just
might grow like a cancer, like Germany under
Nazi rule did, but even worse. And supposing
when terrorists get hold of some major biological or nuclear weapon and then blow up the
West Coast, what, pray tell, will our new
President Kerry say? “I truly regret this, I
couldn’t stop it,” he’ll balk from his sprawling
mansion in New England, “This is the end
result of the previous Bush administration’s
policies.” He’ll keep saying that over and over
again and continue to shift the blame on the
previous administration (something he does
very well), right through the end of his fouryear term (if we’re still around by then).
In the current government, we have an
important
representation
of AfricanAmericans, Secretary of State Colin Powell
and National Security Advisor Condoleeza
Rice, something we’re not sure we’ll have
under the very-white and aristocratic Sen.
Kerry. By the way, Colin Powell is one of us
— a child of the New York City public schools,
graduating from the City College of New York.
The United States is no stranger to unpopular presidents. President Lincoln was hated by
a very large constituency – if the media was as
huge at that time as it is right now, you’d see a
big bunch of Southerner Michael Moores howling about the attacks of the North on the innocent South. President Truman, the president
who ended World War II and proposed social
security expansion through the Fair Deal, was
also reportedly highly unpopular during his
term. But he’s now considered one of the
nation’s greatest presidents ever, with history
proving most of his decisions were right.
No matter what, we are still a nation at war.
It’s been only about three years since we were
attacked on Sept. 11, losing nearly 3,000
Americans, more dead victims than even from
the air attack on Pearl Harbor in 1941. You
can’t remain passive when attacked by a foreign nation. In 1993, the World Trade Center
was bombed, killing six people; the instigators
reportedly planted the bomb near the foundations of the building so as to kill 250,000 people. When on March 10, 1993, Rep. Nadler
asked President Clinton to ensure that “every
one of the perpetrators of this horrendous
crime…be brought to justice” and that “we
must carefully examine our emergency preparedness systems so that we can reaffirm our
confidence in our infrastructure. We must be
confident that we have the ability to cope with
any future crisis.” It’s well-known that Clinton,
despite the charm people (and especially
women) see in him, failed to take adequate
measures.
The decisions made during George W.
Bush’s presidency will stand the test of time
and I know that other students feel the same
way. And, no matter how each of us individually feels about his domestic policies, you can be
sure that his current foreign policy is by far the
most important question of this election. The
very dubious nature of Senator Kerry’s seemingly grand proposals and his master salesman
talk are highly questionable and indicate the
temporary marks of a campaign trail, and his
foreign policy of isolationism is disastrous and
can be fatal. On August 30, 2004, former
Mayor Giuliani put it best: we must make it
“certain that we have a powerful national
defense in a still very dangerous world. I don’t
believe we’re right about everything and
Democrats are wrong about everything.
Neither party has a monopoly on virtue. But I
do believe that there are times in our history
when our ideas are more necessary and important for what we are facing.” As a Democrat
and a New Yorker, I will vote for President
Bush’s re-election.

Has the Baruch graduate
class really retired?
ERIKA MEYERS

We, the graduate class, are the aging
population of Baruch. A little bit older, or
maybe a lot older, a little bit wiser, or so
we think. Is that really the case? We
should be out there, setting a positive
example for our younger peers, the undergraduate class, and they are blowing us
away in terms of their enthusiasm. Getting
involved on campus with club fairs, bake
sales, blood drives, and even getting a top
rating in U.S. News & World Report.
Yes, I know you are busy, graduate students. Believe me, I have been where you
are, working a full-time job, dragging my
exhausted self down to Baruch at the end
of the day, just to sit in class for another
seemingly endless three hours, earning my
12 credits for the semester so I can create
a new opportunity for myself and move to
the next phase of my life.
Yes, create a new opportunity for
MYSELF. Where is the “other” and “network” in doing that? Where is the betterment? Of myself? My peers? My school
environment at Baruch? Nowhere, in that
frame of mind. That is the frame of mind
that prevents things from really advancing
in life. That frame of mind does not create
new opportunities or experiences.
What is worth doing that is not at least
a little bit difficult? What can you really
get out of life if you never really push and
try something new and daunting? Here we
are, pursuing an advanced degree, taking
on an extra load of responsibility, hoping
to make it worthwhile. Let’s do that.
Baruch has many opportunities for students to get involved. Take, for example,
the GSA (Graduate Students Association).
This organization is responsible for furthering student demands and requests and
holds free socials (dinner and drinks). In
the past, the GSA was known for not doing

much. However, this year, the GSA is taking initiative to change this image. The
GSA needs more students to become
involved in order to effect change.
Currently, one of the major projects of the
GSA, regarding which more information
will be posted on Blackboard, is developing additional career and networking
opportunities for graduate students, working with the GCC. Meetings are open to all
students and are held on Monday nights at
9 p.m. in VC 3-256.
If the GSA doesn’t sound interesting,
Baruch has a club in just about every professional area. Some of these clubs are
graduate clubs; others are open to undergraduate students as well. The school also
has an open policy regarding new clubs. If
the club you want to be a member of doesn’t exist, you can start it and receive funding for it. The funding will most likely
come from the GSA, if it is a graduate
club.
If you have any ideas for improving the
graduate environment, they will not be
heard unless you take action. Remember,
your time in furthering your education is
limited – you will graduate from your program sooner than you think (or get frustrated and drop out, although that should
be a last resort!). Make the most of your
graduate career and get involved.
So, next time you are ready to run to
that #6 train to head home after class,
think, and remember, you are an integral
part of the graduate class and future of
graduate programs at Baruch. Improving
the school improves your alumni base and
networking opportunities, which are part
of the graduate “package”. Taking action
is your decision, and thus, creating this
improvement is your decision as well.

Mosh now or forever
hold your silence
ANASTASIA CARLES
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Scene from Eminem’s new music video “Mosh.”

As I sit here listening to Eminem’s
“Mosh” on Yahoo I am overcome with so
much emotion. I have to admit I watched
it at least five more times. I have read
articles in the Ticker concerning MTV’s
Choose or Die political campaign. Why is
such a campaign targeting young people?
Its well known that young people do not
vote, especially African Americans and
Latinos. We are the ones that are getting
the blunt end of the stick, whether in
regards to Medicare or Education yet
many of us do not vote because “ What’s
the use?” I commend the musicians, actors
and actresses for stressing such importance.
For the first time since hearing the slogan I truly understand what it means on
many different levels, first, Vote. Take
part in an election, to express one’s view
in terms of a poll, to express ones opinion.
My mom used to tell me that if you don’t
say what you want then you shouldn’t
complain with what someone gives you
especially when the option to voice your
preference was there to begin with.
I want the youths and young adults to
continuously be bombarded by images of

the Vote or Die campaigns, I want it to hit
them in their homes when they are watching “The Real World” on MTV or
“Comicview” on BET in hopes that if we
hear and see it enough it will compel us to
Act. To those who are condemning the
slogans, angry because you think that
entertainers are taking the voting power
out of the hands of young people I implore
you to get a sense of the bigger picture at
hand. That picture as I stated before is,
young people don’t vote! We need all the
help that’s available, which leads me into
Mosh by Eminem.
I am neither a fan nor a critic of him,
however his message in “Mosh” was so
striking that it prompted me to write this
article. It depicts thousands of people
whether young or old, all struggling
marching as one to the voting booths taking all their frustrations at society and the
administration in which we live in, voicing their opinions on a ballet. One of my
marketing professors continuously drums
into our ears every chance she gets to not
forget, register, vote, and do something.
Should I be angry with her for saying that,
is she stripping my voting power trying to
twist her views on me? No. She is, however, telling us to get up off our rear end
and do something.
I have learned that death can be both
mental and physical. I am woman enough
to say I don’t want to be drafted. I also
want to know that after my time at Baruch
ends I won’t have to worry about loss of
jobs to other countries regardless of any
other factors, call me dramatic, I could
care less. Elections are upon us, tell your
friends, families and love ones Vote or
Die, if they don’t like it then say, “ Do
something about it.”
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Dear Editor,

Racist
employee gets
his ‘just desserts’
I am writing this letter in connection with
an article published in the 18th October
2004 issue of your newspaper under the title
“Would you like some coffee with that racial
slur?” by Ian Chin.
As a minority - by race (IndianAmerican), and by gender (female), and a
first generation immigrant, I am appalled
and saddened by the experience of one of
your students in our store. While I have not
personally experienced discrimination in
any way shape or form, I can only imagine
Mr. Chin’s anguish over a stereotype driven
slur that was uttered within his earshot by
our customer-service-representative (CSR).
Based on our investigation, we found
that the customers ordered two cups of icedlattes then asked the CSR to remove some
ice and put more coffee, which she did. In
the process of doing it, she made this comment aloud within earshot of the customer
being served, and, I surmise, Mr. Chin’s.
I, for myself, have more questions than I
have answers. First, Why would a CSR who
happens to be a person of color and a
woman - either driven by prejudice, or, by a
sense of humor (that I fail to understand), or,
both, make a hurtful comment like that?
Secondly, Why did we (the management)
not find out this incident from other employees in the store until this was reported in
your newspaper? What controls do we have
in place to proactively monitor and stop the
occurrence of events of this nature going
forward?
While I have no answer for the first question, I have the beginnings of a process to
address the second question. This is our first
store, and, our first foray into retail-foodbusiness. This store has been in operation
for a bit over 10 weeks. We are streamlining
our operations, and, we are working very
hard to reach and exceed the operational
excellence standards set by Dunkin Donuts
Corporation.
While we have no control over any
employee’s racial views - we have formulated and informed our employees of a zerotolerance policy as it relates to any inappropriate statements our CSRs make when they
are on duty. We have terminated the services
of this employee, and, have started a training program to re-in force customer-interaction rules for all our employees. We have
also introduced a reliable feedback loop. We
have posted in big letters, the contact phone
number and my email address to enable any
customer or employee to reach me at. I will
personally handle any service, attitude, or
quality related issues or questions.
Sometimes, I worry for my 4-year old
son. He walks, talks, lives, works, plays,
and, jokes like every other kid around. As he
grows up he understands that he just looks
different. Your insecurities have one more
dimension. Life would be lot better if people
who interact with you didn’t delve on that
insecurity. I dream of a day when, we, as a
society, have not just achieved ethnic-tolerance, but, celebrate ethnic-diversity.
In closing, we truly and I personally
apologize for the remarks our CSR made to
our valued clients, and, for offending a waiting client. We anticipate the changes we
have instituted will make your experience at
our store will be in line with your expectation. We look forward to the opportunity of
serving the Baruch community for a long
time to come.
I remain,
Sincerely,

Rekha P Channagiriice

Office-of-the-CEO@navidd.com

We ARE a l l tha t: def
e n di n g Ho n o rs C o l l ege
MATT BENEKE

Ordinarily, I am not so fully moved by an article’s
quality that I would be compelled to write a response
to it. Jennifer Blecher’s article, however, is a different
story. When I finished reading her article I was left at
a loss for words; I could not believe the ignorance that
permeated each paragraph.
I suppose I should start by asking Ms. Blecher just
where she gets off making generalizations about the
“majority” of Honors College students at Baruch?
Does she not realize that the claims that she made
about immature behavior are probably relevant to
only a handful of lower underclassmen? How about
those professors that give these students “preferential
treatment?”
What I gleaned from Ms. Blecher’s article was
that Baruch professors fall into four categories: those
that give this so called special treatment, those that
give “honest” grades and are admonished for doing
so, those who “very much dislike the attitude of the
Honors group,” and finally those that are enablers.
I’m not sure what kind of experiences Ms. Blecher
has had in the Honors College but none of my four
IDC teachers fell into any of those categories.
Ms. Blecher was also once given the “ludicrous”
suggestion that there should be some sort of Honors
College student government involvement. As far as I
can tell, no one is saying that these students can make
“better decisions than anyone else.” I look at it as representation of another group of students, just like the
dozens of diversified clubs and groups that we have at
Baruch. So it’s only a handful, or, “very few” in Ms.
Blecher’s own words, that merit their designation?
Maybe you should get out more.
The core of my issue with Ms. Blecher’s article
lies in her complaining about the “wonderland of
inflated grades, free tuition, and special treatment.”
She asked whether or not the Honors College students
have ever dealt with problems at the financial aid

office or experienced the hassles of being an international student. My question to you, Ms. Blecher, is
have YOU? If so, then what do you CARE if the
CHC students have had these problems? If not, then
do you WANT them? What’s wrong with receiving
free tuition as well? Frankly, I’m sick and tired of
hearing all of these underclassmen whining and crying about the Honors College. My suggestion to you
is the same one I make to people who complain about
America: you don’t like it? LEAVE! Don’t get me
wrong, I don’t have an issue with someone voicing
their concerns or opinions about the Honors College
or America at large, I’m just tired of hearing people
complaining about their full tuition scholarships and
expense accounts. Let me reiterate: if you don’t like
it then leave the program! Haven’t you ever heard of
not biting the hand that feeds you?
At the point where Ms. Blecher was about to list
some suggestions for the betterment of Baruch I held
out hope that the article would pick up. Alas, it did
not. What I found were even more gross generalities
and grievances. I’d like to address some that I felt
warranted some sort of insight.
1. Lose the escalators? Have you not noticed the
nine combined elevators and numerous staircases
located throughout the Vertical Campus? I’ve never
noticed any bottlenecking at the escalators, but, then
again, that’s just me.
2. Who cares if the scaffolding is ugly!? The
building has only been open for three years, therefore,
the structures have only been lifted, at most, three
times. Is it really that big of a concern to keep putting
them up and taking them down? I doubt you’re that
philanthropic to be concerned about Baruch’s
finances. You can’t believe this problem wasn’t foreseen? Have you ever constructed a building the size
of the Vertical Campus? Probably not.
3. Wow, this was by far the most insane thing that

I had read up until this point. How many rooms have
you been in where the door is in the back? I don’t
mean to seem like I’m nitpicking, but what I was reading here was that the doors and lecterns should be in
the rear so that latecomers can come in unseen. How
about showing up for class on time or just leaving the
door closed and locked after the class is started? Give
me a break.
4. I didn’t think # 3 would be surpassed in its
insanity, and, yet, here we are at # 4! You’re right Ms.
Blecher, the vending company is NOT interested in
the welfare of the students. You’re also right that,
quite often, food is cheaper outside. What I can’t
understand is, with twenty-five minutes between
classes, these evening students can’t find the time to
actually GO outside and buy food down there? At
least it can’t get worse from here…
5. …But then it does! Two quotes that have
changed my opinion on the state of the human race:
“Everyone is too focused on the business school
here.” And “All business ultimately comes from the
labor of liberal arts majors.” Newsflash! The majority of students come to Baruch for the Zicklin School
of Business. Don’t become a part of the Weissman
school and then complain about how there’s too much
attention being paid to the Business School. The other
quote, that’s the brain-buster of them all. All business
ultimately comes from the labor of liberal arts majors?
Spoken like a true reporter Ms. Blecher. Let’s just randomly make up a fact and proclaim it to be true! I
can’t even begin to imagine where you got that idea,
and, how it got into The Ticker.
People really need to reassess where they’re at and
think about just what they’re complaining about.
Some people just aren’t happy unless they’re asserting
their opinion about anything and everything. The
only thing that I can ask of everyone is to stop and ask
yourselves: Does it really matter?

A Reply to Matt Beneke’s letter from Jennifer Blecher
Mr. Benecke,
I had read an article in The New York Times about
business majors having problems writing, but I didn’t realize they also had problems with reading
comprehension. In case you missed the sidebar, the
headline, and perhaps, the article itself, it was about
how spoiled Honors College students are not the
best representatives of the student body. I said nothing about how they shouldn’t get their scholarships
or laptops.
I see that my comments about the students got you
so riled up that you felt the need to bash the whole
piece, including my five suggestions. But I can tell
you really had nothing against them. That’s the only
reason I can fathom for the lame, nonsensical insults
you hurled. No problems with the escalators?
Wow! Can I have your schedule? All your classes
must be in the 23rd Street building. As for the scaf-

folding, it has nothing to do with philanthropy, and
no, I haven’t built a building the size of the Vertical
Campus, but they both relate to this thing you might
have heard of called common sense. There’s no
need to waste money, and how many buildings have
you seen with convex curved roofs? (In case you
don’t know what that means, maybe you should
head over to that liberal arts school you disparage
and take some math and physics classes. Maybe
discuss this thing called “slope.”) I guess all your
comments on anything like music, movies, politics,
and whatever should be ignored because you’ve
never written a hit song, made a movie, or run a
country.
How many places have I seen with the doors in
the back? Oh, I don’t know. How about auditoriums, lecture halls, concert halls, hmmm, just about
anywhere you go to listen or observe someone. But

yeah, you’re right.
My idea’s pretty dumb. And I’m also sure you’ve
never been late to class. Vending machines. Yeah,
thanks for first insulting evening students. But since
there are never escalator problems, we should all be
able to run down 10 floors, buy some food and get
back up in 25 minutes. And if we’re late, oh well.
The classroom door will be locked. We can just go
home. Finally, I don’t make up facts. I’m also not a
reporter. But anyways, what is business? Buying
and selling things? What are those things? Who
really does produce those chemicals, write those
books and songs, direct those movies, design the
cars, houses, and just about anything else that’s
bought and sold? You’re right. It must be business
majors.

JENNIFER BLECHER

A CUNY Honors College student responds
Dear Editor,
While it’s true, that President Waldron should have
asked a better representation of the Baruch community
about the concerns the students have about Baruch, and
the author was justified in expressing that thought,
everything else in the article was a generalization of hundreds of students who do not fit the profile the author
chose to paint.
While there are “unique” students in every population, the actions of the few cannot reflect on all of us. Of
course, there are those that express themselves in not so
“ideal’ ways, but we are sure that the same assumption
can be made of a student body of any college, but we are
not going to categorize Baruch’s students as such
because the actions of the few cannot tarnish the hard
work of the many more. As students in the CUNY
Honors College, we could not sit by and be so superficially judged as last weeks’article had done of us.
We completely agree that all Baruch students should
have the opportunity to voice their concerns about the
issues in Baruch, because we all have to live with them.
And possible solutions will be addressed towards the
end of this article. However, we will not be disrespected
by one of our own. Everyone has strong opinions and
should have the right to express them, and so do we. Far
too many students have sacrificed the existence of their
personal lives to be so openly criticized.
We are not at all saying that every Honors student
you will meet is an idyllic person, however there are
enough of us to be insulted by last weeks’op-ed And we
are sure that the administration of this College, feels the
same way. Before generalizing on the preferential treatment and “inflated grades”, the author should have
pointed out the number of Honors classes that we have
to take, including the four Interdisciplinary Courses in
Humanities. These challenging classes require much

more effort then regular classes, and there are students
that take as many as four Honors Classes a semester!
The topics and professors vary with each semester, but
the amount of work only grows. We are required to
attend Common Events outside of our normal schedules
which supplement our class work and gather students
from all the senior CUNYColleges in carrying out independent study group projects. Some may say that we
live in a world of inflated grades, but forget the fact that
Honors courses are more demanding, and that we must
maintain a GPAof 3.5 or above, and for most of us, that
is a low personal achievement.
Among balancing a tough class load, volunteer
activities coming at us from every direction, evening
Common Events, Studying Abroad or interning at
NYC’s leading firms (at least one of which is required
before graduation), we face the same issues as any other
student of Baruch and a resident of NYC. Financial aid
troubles? You bet! Free tuition comes as a benefit of hard
work not only during college years, but those of high
school as well. Don’t think that just because we are in a
lucky place now, that every single one of us would have
gone to college, any college, if it weren’t for this opportunity. That’s the real motivation of some students. We
don’t feel the issues of international students? Perhaps
not as directly, but a good majority of us are either immigrants ourselves, or children of immigrant parents. We
represent a diverse population of students, speaking
many languages, and coming from many very different
cultural backgrounds. Is that not diverse enough?
Arising out of that is the fact, that most of you won’t
even recognize us. There are many students who don’t
carry their “free” laptops, out of the simple fact that they
don’t want to stand out.
Yes, we do complain about our grades and professors, but so does every single student of this institution,

at one point or another. But what this editorial hopefully
is evidence of, is our hope to strive to be better. A lot of
us have weighed the amount of work we are expected to
complete, with the benefit of no post-college student
loans. And almost all of us have continued excelling in
every way possible, to ensure good futures for our families and ourselves.
It isn’tfair to ask only us, in fact we totally agree with
that point in last week’s article. What we would like to
call for is a series of open forums at different times during a week that would be open to all students, whether
part-time, or full-time, day or night. For those wishing to
remain anonymous, an electronic forum could be implemented. To realize the most popular concerns, an online
poll could do the trick. There are many ways to improve
the quality of our school, and almost every single person
has several ideas, and by opening the discussion to public participation, everyone (who cares) can have a vote.
Therefore, we urge and beforehand thank any potential
undertakings of President Waldron to hear from the
Baruch community.
In conclusion, while everyone deserves a right to
speak their minds, out of pure fairness, we hope that the
Editors of the Ticker publish this opinion. Generalizing
upon hundreds of students can’t go by in silence.
Reputations take a long time to build, and so little to
destroy.
However, if after all of this you are still not convinced about the integrity and sincerity of at least some
Honors students, and you want to receive the same
“preferential treatment”; work hard, join us, and experience the excitement for yourself!

NAME WITHHELD UPON THE
WRITER’S REQUEST
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Hip Hop is heard throughout CUNY with H.U.S.T.L.E 2004
BY JESSICA BAPTISTE
Staff Writer

On Oct. 15, Baruch’s radio station, WBMB
87.9 FM, hosted the last day of H.U.S.T.L.E.
2004 (Hip Hop Urban Seminar To Learn &
Empower) in the Multi-purpose Room from
12:00 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.
H.U.S.T.L.E was a three-day fall media conference that ran from Oct. 13 to 15. The conference began at Brooklyn College and moved to
Baruch College for Thursday and Friday.
At noon, the Teflon Muzik Listening Party,
presented by Jinx Da Juvy, Ike Dirty, and Slash,
kicked off the conference, which showcased the
upcoming artists The Unusual Suspects.
One of the highlights on Friday was the
Panel Discussion moderated by Jenny
Fernandez, general manager of WBMB. The
panelists included Guru, from the group
Gangstarr, Dru Ha, CEO of Duck Down
Records, Fiona Bloom of “The Bloom Effect, “
and Nathan Sheard, Mix Show radio manager of
Sony Records.
They discussed how to gain success in the
music industry to how college students can get
involved in the hip-hop world. When panelists
were asked to define success in the industry,
some of the responses were “maintain relationships,” “hard work,” and “surrounding yourself
with good people.” Bloom, who has been in the
business for 10 years, answered with “longevity,
world travel, being able to reinvent yourself.”
On technology, they said, “You can’t fight
it,” and “the Internet has been a blessing” were
two of the responses. The Internet affects independent labels more than major labels. Since it
has become so easy to download free music
from the Internet, people are discouraged from
buying albums.
The panelists discussed why people get sick
of listening to the music of artists who are
aggressively marketed. The question posed was
how immediate success affects second albums of
initially popular musicians. The panelists discussed the rap artist 50 Cent as an example. 50
Cent wanted success and he definitely earned it.
However, the media promoted him so much that
soon his fans got bored of him.
Artists like 50 Cent must handle a great
amount of pressure from their labels because

Panelists of H.U.S.T.L.E L-R: Nathan Sheard, Sean Webster, Fiona Bloom, Dru Ha, Guru, and Solar.
they become “money-making machines.” Faced
with this pressure, artists may want to quit.
However, Guru stated, “In the long run, the
artists that make it are the ones who love the
music.”
One of the important questions raised was,
“How does one stay ‘real’ in the music industry?” Nathan Sheard felt that credibility comes
as a result of staying true to yourself and having
a love for the music. Also, staying on top of
news and being informed about the music industry helps keeps an artist genuine.
As a result of the globalization of hip-hop,
the panelists were asked for their take on its
authenticity. They noted that talent exists all
over the world, which Bloom specifically
addressed. “It was amazing to see French,
Korean and even Indian rappers, but hip-hop
was born in New York.” The panelists agreed
that hip-hop has the ability to unite people.
The panelists were asked why not too many
independent artists have music videos. Dru Ha
responded, “Unlike the major labels [like Arista]
independent labels cannot afford to spend

Futures outside “The Middle”
BY ROBERT BENIMOFF
Head Photographer

The new Jimmy Eat World album,
Futures sounds a lot like their other two
albums Clarity and The Middle. Lots of
sudden changes in rythem and key, emotional lyrics and vocals, and a wide ranging mix of tempos in their eleven songs.
Most are fast with Jim Adkins and Tom
Linton screaming out their emotions to
the accompanying guitar and beats.
Others are slow and incorporated piano.
Are there any possible top twenty hits
like Bleed American on this album? Yes,
“Just Tonight,” number two on the new
release has already been tapped for use
on the latest Burnout series videogame,
Burnout three: takedown. Just Tonight is
played constantly on K-Rock and is a
very popular song, although it currently
isn’t anywhere in the BillBoard top 50;
possibly because emo fans spend more
time on the internet trading opinions and
songs than fans of most other genres.
But lack of sales will not stop Jimmy
Eat World from making great music in
the future. The same fans that trade their
songs for free, shell out big bucks to see
their favorite band live, sometimes night
after night, following the band to the

venues of neighboring cities.
I like the album and give it four
Bearcats out of a possible five. If the
usual pop just isn’t doing it for you, try
the songs on Futures. They aren’t as
excessively emotional as music from the
independent pool, but they are much
more interesting and fun to appreciate
than the latest Britney Spears.
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Jimmy Eat World’s has just released their third album,
Futures. It is the band’s third album.

$60,000 to make a video.” The panel added that
independent labels instead make DVDs and
mixed tapes, which are less inexpensive to make
than videos.
One student inquired about how college students can become part of the hip-hop world.
Bloom and Dru Ha both pointed out that
H.U.S.T.L.E. 2004 is a great example of students
promoting hip-hop. They mentioned that students can do street promotions to showcase new
artists through retail markets, or students can
make a job for themselves.
“I liked the feedback in the panel discussion
about the music industry. I hope that this
becomes an annual event because it’s good for
people who like music in general,” commented
Alex Estevez.
Bloom, International Marketer and A & R
Consulter, felt that H.U.S.T.L.E. 2004 has a lot
of potential to be very successful in the future.
She said, “People don’t come to things that
they’ve never heard of.” She is looking forward
for next year’s conference.
The third event was “Who Shot Ya: Three
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Decades of Hip-Hop.” It was a photographic
collection by Ernie Panicolli. His slideshow
included several well-known hip-hop artists
including LL Cool J, Mya, and Sean “Puffy”
Combs, and some “old school” artists like
Kwane, McLyte, Kool Here and Maney Man.
The final event was a “Producer 101” workshop by Illmind and Kevin Brown. The DJs
sampled beats and demonstrated how to make
beats from scratch.
Shayna Foneno, urban music director of
WBMB, was surprised by the number of non Baruch students who attended the conference.
“People came from North Carolina, the West
Coast and even Wisconsin to be at
H.U.S.T.L.E.,” she said. By the end of the event,
there were a couple hundred people there.
Shawn Bacot, production manager of
WBMB, said, “H.U.S.T.L.E 2004 proved the
positive impact of hip-hop on our lifestyles. The
panel discussion was the most enlightening part
[of the conference].”

The Future of Rock Shines On

BY ZANETA REID
Arts Editor

Rock has completely taken a new toll on
our ears. It is no longer the loud, head-banging, dirty grunge that many people tend to
associate with rock and roll. In fact, rock
music has become just as fashionable as hiphop and has just as many “teeny-boppers” as
any boy band. Not to take away from what’s
really important, the music and lyrics of rock
music have been the greatest improvement.
And with such a vast improvement in the
quality of music, there are definitely going
to be a few bands that have contributed to
the growth of the genre: introducing Franz
Ferdinand, Modest Mouse, Interpol, and
Secret Machines. What these four groups
strive in is their ability to deliver a smooth
type of rock music that is just as pleasing to
the ears as well as maintaining the sound of
the genre.
Franz Ferdinand and Modest Mouse were
released just days shy of each other, and they
deliver a similar sound. Both groups are
reminiscent of “The Beatles” only that their
sound is completely modern and catchy. It’s
hard to get forget the songs from the Franz
Ferdinand album such as “Take Me Out,”
“This Fire,” and “Jacqueline.” Modest
Mouse is more dance-like and free-spirited
than Franz Ferdinand but their music possesses the same amount of skill. “Satin in a

Coffin,” “Dig Your Grave” and “Float On”
are just a few highlights on the album, but if
you have the chance to listen to the entire
piece do it.
It would make more sense to categorize
Interpol and Secret Machines together.
Their sound is the modern day Beatles with
a hint of pschydelic rythmns infused.
Interpol has been wildly popular in the
underground rock scene for years now, but
over the last three years or so, Interpol has
taken the airwaves and televisions by storm.
Their latest release is funky. It has a good
rock sound to it but the music is just weird,
weird in a good way, a very good way. From
their latest album “Antics,” songs like “Slow
Hands,” “Length of Love,” and “Public
Pervert” really take the cake.
Secret machines are really holding up their
weight against Interpol. Their sound is completely trance-like, it’s really something that
you need to experience in order to grasp.
Their entire album “Now Here is Nowhere”
speaks for itself. Each song is carefully constrcuted and leaves you with a rich experience.
The future of rock has brightened and the
talent that has come out of the genre is only
rising and improving. The rock movement
has taken over and whether or not you
choose to be a fan, you certainly cannot
ignore the craze.
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Jadakiss voices political opinion
in latest album “Kiss of Death”
BY DIMITRIOS FRAGISKATOS
Staff Writer

Why? The new question that’s hit hiphop culture is “why.” It’s on shirts, and
hats, blacks and whites, Z100 and Hot 97.
The new hot single by Jadakiss, which
many can argue is played out at this point,
has spun off of his sophomore album
“Kiss of Death.” Having just recently
become a platinum selling album (which
means one million copies have been sold),
this article will analyze and explain why.
Jadakiss’s first album “Kiss tha Game
Godbye” is only at near platinum status.
“Kiss of Death” adds an element that successful albums use nowadays: well known
producers. The unfortunate part is he
doesn’t need them. “Gettin’ It In” is hardly worth the 100,000 one pays for to get
Kanye West’s beat. Eminem appears in the
track titled “Welcome to D-Block.”
Eminem’s beats sound very similar,
because he uses the same sounds. They’re
upbeat, elctronic and Dr. Dre inspired “8Mile” sounding beats. The song is amazing but it’s really the people that appear
on the track that makes it great. Another
way, Jadakiss may have thrown away his
money is by putting the Neptunes. “Hot
Sauce” adds to the healthy variety in
Jada’s album. Red Spyda, who is also
known for Lloyd Banks’s “On Fire” gives
Jadakiss the beat for “Kiss of Death.”
Jadakiss is a very talented and entertaining rapper. He’s one of the best rapper’s
alive and he couldn’t have better support
than the LOX. It’s unfortunate that the
producers of the album felt they needed
the support of well known producers to
sell the album. It’s even more unfortunate
that it was probably true, especially considering that the best tracks, in my opinion,, weren’t produced by guys who come

out with albums. “Shoot Outs” where
LOX member Styles P, joins Jadakiss in an
amazing exchange of verses by the best
duo in hip- hop. Jada, Styles and the third
member Sheek Louch join Eminem on
“Welcome to D-Block, ” a team up which
fans will appreciate. The token sample
song in this album called “By Your Side”
takes Creative Source’s “I’d Find You
Anywhere” and compliments Jadakiss’s
talent rather than hide it.
A variety of producers, guest artists, and
themes can make “Kiss of Death” a great
album, but it’s getting passed that initial
draw and listening to the style of Jadakiss
that makes one appreciate him as a great
artist. This album is recommended for all
Hip Hop fans

PHOTO FROM WWW.MTV.COM

Rapper Jadakiss is tearing up the charts as well as
voicing controversial political opinions.

United International Student Body
Caribbean Gift Basket Raffle
Please bring your donations to the
United International Student Body
Membership Drives on the VC 2nd floor lobby
October 25th to November 16th
Sign up for a chance to win a gift basket of exotic Caribbean goodies
Draw will take place on November 16, 2004
Suggested Items:
- Any non-perishable items eg. Canned goods & Dried Items,
- Cereal, grains
- Bottled Water
- Batteries
All donations are welcomed!!!!!
For more information or to volunteer please email us at
United_International _Student_Body@hotmail.com
or call Doreen King@ (631) 662-4614
Volunteers are welcomed!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Bearcats defeat York for successful finish to season
Continued from Back

assisting Caner in the center of the action.
Then it was back to the game with Hunter as
frantic and obstinate as ever. Pushing and shoving started, and for a moment it looked as if
there would be a repeat of the rough housing
that had plagued their last match. But shouts
from the Hunter captains to keep playing and
to try to squeeze out a tying goal prevailed, and
the two teams were once again locked in a bitter entanglement. With only a couple minutes
left to play, Hunter nearly scored in a scramble
involving almost every player on the field, but
fast-improving Bearcats goalie Jason Weinberg
held off the assault and Baruch won 1-0.

Men’s Soccer Final
York
1
Baruch
2
Baruch vs. York
Victories began this week with a win over
York on Oct. 23. Rescheduled from Oct. 16,
when confusion over York’s transportation
gave the Bearcats some much-needed scrim-

mage time, this match was fought under a clear
blue sky, and amid early morning cold temperatures.
The battle was mismatched, with Baruch
playing with style and finesse, and York pushing, shoving and throwing elbows. After scoring the first goal for Baruch (assisted by Caner
Yilmaz in the 12th minute), Rafael Diaz, part of
the backbone of the team, was battered by No.
20 of the Cardinals just before halftime, in an
obvious cheap shot to his face. Diaz suffered
multiple fractures to his left cheekbone area,
and could not play in the CUNYAC quarterfinals.
A second Baruch score came in the 81st
minute from a Jorge Flores shot with an assist
by Vincent Favara, to give the Bearcats their
ninth win of the regular season. York goalkeeper Rolando Loor missed by a mile, and Baruch
won 2-1. Having only lost three conference
games all season, the Bearcats advanced to the
first round of the CUNYAC Championship
tournament vs. Hunter College on Wednesday
night.

Women’s Volleyball

10/23- Women's Volleyball Defeat Montclair
State (3-2), Lose to Stevens Tech (0-3)
The women's volleyball team split a pair of
matches on Saturday in a round robin tournament at the Stevens Institute of Technology in
Hoboken, New Jersey.
They beat Montclair State in a five-game
thriller 30-24, 25-30, 28-30, 30-26, and 15-9.
They lost the second match to the hosts
Stevens Tech in a sweep 22-30, 26-30, and 2530.
The team will play their final match of the regular season on Tuesday night at Brooklyn
College. First serve is scheduled for 7:00 p.m..
The CUNYAC Tournament is scheduled for
November 2 & 4 at Hunter College.

Women and Men’s Swimming

Bruce Semer Named Baruch's Assistant
Swimming & Diving Coach
New York, NY (October 26, 2004) - The Baruch
College Athletic Department and Head
Swimming & Diving Coach Pushaen
Gunasinghe today named Bruce Semer as an
assistant coach for the 2004-'05 Swimming &
Diving season.

Semer is a highly educated and experienced
swimming instructor with extensive jobs in the
aquatics field that date back to the 1980s.
He holds a Bachelor's Degree in Social
Research in Education from the New School, and
has a Master's Degree in Elementary Education
from City College and a Master's Degree in
Management & Systems from NYU.
Semer has been an Assistant Coach for the
Ethical Cultural Fieldston School age-group
swim team.

Sports Hotline

NOTE: The Athletic Department is pleased to
announce that as of Oct. 4 a sports hotline is now
available to call for the latest results on Baruch
teams. The hotline is updated once information
is available. The phone number to call is 646312-5077.
* All information in “Baruch Sports
Briefs” is provided by Baruch Sports
Information and the Baruch College
Athletics
website
at
Intercollegiate
baruch.cuny.edu/athletics.

Compiled By: PHILLIP GONG
Sports Editor

W O M E N ’ S V O L L E Y B A L L S TA N D I N G S
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Bearcat Jorge Flores takes the winning shot against York goalie, Rolando Loor, in Baruch’s 2-1 victory.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

M E N ’ S S O C C E R S TA N D I N G S
School
CUNY Pts.
Overall
CCNY
6-0-2
20
11-1-2
John Jay
6-0-2
20
7-9-2
CSI
5-2-1
16
9-8-2
Baruch
5-3-0
15
9-3-0
5-12-0
12
4-4-0
Hunter
3-4-1
10
3-5-1
City Tech
5-7-1
6
2-6-0
Brooklyn
3-11
6
2-6-0
Medgar Evers
York
0-8-0
0
1-10-0

Pct
.857
.444
.526
.750
.294
.389
.423
.214
.091

Upcoming Baruch Bearcats Sports Schedule

Sport

Men’s
Soccer

Sat. 11/6 @ 1 p.m.

When

Opponent

CUNYAC Final

Staten Island

Where

Women’s
Volleyball

Tue. 11/2 @ 6 p.m.
Thu. 11/4 @ 5 p.m./7p.m.

CUNYAC Quarterfinals
CUNYAC Semifinals/Final

Hunter
Hunter

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

School
CCNY
Baruch
Lehman
Hunter
John Jay
Medgar Evers
CSI
City Tech
Brooklyn
York

CUNY Pct.
9-0
1.000
7-2
.778
7-2
.778
7-2
.778
5-4
.556
4-5
.444
3-6
.333
1-8
.111
1-8
.111
1-8
.111

Overall Pct
21-4 .840
11-18 .379
12-13 .480
11-22 .333
7-16 .304
10-18 .357
5-16 .238
4-11 .267
4-11 .267
2-22 .083
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MEN’S SOCCER

Athlete Profiles of the Week:
Chris Contti & Robert Jarrin

WOMEN’S VOLLEYBALL

Grand Finale
Baruch defeats Brooklyn College
to end season on a high note

PHOTO BY ROBERT BENIMOFF FOR THE TICKER

MIdfielder Chris Contti and goalkeeper Robert Jarrin after a Baruch win over York College.
This way I can stretch out my calves and get more
BY ROBERT BENIMOFF
leg strength for when I really need it.”
Head Photographer
I asked them both about their favorite moments
The difference between this year’s Bearcats and in a game this season.
last is epic. The reasons behind Baruch’s 2004 Jarrin: Starting my first game. I dislocated my
success reveal many stories. Stories of coopera- shoulder in the beginning of the season and
tion between big-time egos, of compromises missed the next three games. I started questioning
between academic and athletic success, of sacri- whether I was going to be playing at all. So just
fice, and of triumph. Last year the Bearcats won putting on the Baruch uniform was very imporonly three games all season, losing once or twice tant. But equally important was the second half of
in the double digits. This year, they have lost only the Brooklyn game. CSI had left me kind of shellthree — by very slight lapses in the timing of the shocked as far as coming out of the box for the
three rookie goalies. Really… the three losses ball was concerned. In the second half of the
were millimeters away from ties, and inches away Brooklyn game I got more aggressive and was
from victories. But this team is young, and as long more comfortable. After that it was like taking a
as these warriors can hold on to their first-year monkey off of my back.
coach, Ranford Champagnie, Baruch can easily Contti: I don’t have a favorite moment so far and
expect four more years of dominance over the I think our best moments are to come in the future.
Scoring goals and making assists are nice, but we
CUNYAC.
Leading the charge, and holding down the fort are good enough to win the finals, and that will be
this season were respectively, midfielder Chris the best moment for all of us.
Contti (co-captain), and starting goalie Robert The Ticker: Tell us about what you do when
Jarrin. Both were integral to this year’s success, you’re not working toward the CUNYAC title.
both agreed to meet me as Athletes of the Week Contti: My hobbies mostly include cars and cards.
for a short interview, and both were as enthusias- I used to work at Toyota and drive used Mercedes
tic when telling their stories as they are when bull- and BMWs and that made me even more interested in cars. I also play a lot of Hold’em and other
dozing over enemy athletes game after game.
Contti and Jarrin are sophomores, and although games at the Spanish Club in Baruch. I watch and
being two years apart in age, and perusing differ- analyze movies. I like to be able to know what
ent majors, both have been playing sports for prac- everyone is talking about when they quote
tically their entire walking lives. Contti has been movies, even old movies.
playing for 13 years — an expected length of time Jarrin: Cars. Almost every guy’s hobby has somefor someone with his skill and style. “I’m going to thing to do with cars, I like reading about the stats
play until my legs fall off and I can’t run anymore. of cars. My other hobbies are going to the movies,
I have been playing since I was 6… clubs, inter- and playing all of the EA sports video games like
murals, travel teams and then college,” he said. FIFA 2005. That’s the best game so far. Some of
Jarrin hasn’t been playing as long as Contti. “I did- the other guys disagree with me about that. They
n’t really play soccer when I was a kid until I was like Winning 11 better.
formally introduced to it. We used to play baseball The Ticker: What are your future plans?
constantly, every day until the sunset and we Contti: After college I’ll keep playing men’s
couldn’t see the ball anymore. One day a good teams. For me my career comes first, but soccer is
friend introduced me to soccer. Then I joined my such a great game. It keeps you in shape. I don’t
go to the gym, but I play soccer four times a week.
first club team in the 10th grade,” he said.
Contti has been playing on the Baruch team for I know that if I keep playing soccer, I’ll still be in
two years now and feels that success lies in team shape when I’m 50. I would definitely want to be
coherence, as well as a great coach. “We had tal- a coach and I know I will be a good coach so I defent last year but we never saw each other because initely see that in the future. I can see myself as a
we never practiced as a team,” Contti said. This personal trainer. I have learned a lot from my own
year, he said, it is the opposite. “Everyone is back- experiences so I can teach the same things I’ve
ing each other. This year we know our teammates, learned.
and we know what we are capable of.” Jarrin Jarrin: I’ve basically mapped my future out for the
agrees and adds, “I knew the first thing they were next 10 years. I definitely want to open up my
going to need was a goalie and a rebuilt defense.” accounting firm. Short term — getting my CPA.
Practice is tough but rewarding. Contti said, Soccer wise — I am getting surgery so I can’t play
“Our practice lasts two hours a day. We run. Then for the rest of the year. But I am going to let my
we stop and stretch. Then we run harder. Then we torn cartilage heal and then I am going to play the
start our mobility and agility techniques. We prac- whole year next year instead of playing five or six
tice moving the ball around very quickly and we games. Then hopefully I can play until my arm
play limited touch scrimmages. Then we run some really falls off. I’ve already coached at goalie
more to cool down. We also practice juggling camps and I enjoy teaching one-on-one much
every chance we get. Any time we are free and more than in a group.
have a ball around us we start juggling it around.” Contti: Career wise I am going into real estate. It’s
Jarrin said, “As a goalie I focus more on strength my real passion. I have made connections in real
training, but because of my injured shoulder I try estate and construction and I’ve worked in the
to save it for the game — I’d rather it get dislocat- industry as an agent as well as in buying and selled during a game when it’s more honorable. When ing property. I would like to start up my own busiit comes to juggling I focus more on diving, ness.
sprinting, and jumping at the highest thing I can.
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Baruch’s Fior Ulloa (#8) knocks the ball past Brooklyn’s Nancy Vuong (#9) for a kill.
BY AARON SIEGEL
Editor-in-Chief
They could not have scripted a grand finale
any better. The Baruch women’s volleyball
team ventured to Roosevelt Hall at
Brooklyn College—proving to be no match
to the Bridges, taking a (30-16, 30-14, 30-9)
victory and concluding the season with the
second spot in the CUNYAC tournament
locked up.

Women’s Volleyball Final
Baruch
30 30 30
Brooklyn
16 14 9
The match-up, merely a tune-up for the
playoffs allowed all eight Bearcats to see
action in the three crisp games—building
momentum as the match went on.
“We stuck to our game plan and focused
on reducing errors,” said Baruch Head
Coach Krishna Dass. “We targeted our
passing game.”
Sadis Sequeira (13 kills) and Fior Ulloa
(8 kills) led a strong presence in front of the
net and Safia Mian (23 assists) paced
Baruch for the game.
On the heels of two seasons of improvement, this season marked enhanced team
communication that has benefited the team
on and off of the court.
“This year we had better chemistry and
we are getting along very well,” said Mian.
“We are more experienced and we are really
motivated.”

“Last year we had a better spectrum of talent, but our attitude was not up to par,”
added Dass. “[This year] we have better
attitudes and they are more focused and prepared. They are on the way to the championship.”
Baruch overpowered Brooklyn (4-11, 1-8
CUNYAC), whose return game fell short
and were overmatched by the Cats’ power
serving game—holding to Brooklyn to a
collective total of five kills.
Brooklyn was dominated in front of the
net and unable to tip the momentum in their
favor. The Bridges hung around the first
two games—prior to yielding a Baruch 8-2
run to reach an 18-11 lead in the first and a
9-0 run to reach a 15-6 lead in the second.
In the third, Baruch started off to a 17-1
start and their offense carried them the rest
of the way.
Stacy Condoulis’ seven digs and two kills
held up the Bridges for the matchup.
Baruch will take on the College of Staten
Island in the CUNYAC quarterfinals that
will take place on Tuesday, November 2 at
Hunter College. The opening serve will is
at 8 p.m.
“Our ultimate goal is to take CUNY [athletic conference] and take the NCAA. No
one expects it and why not us?” said
Sequeira. “We have to bring our ‘A’ game.”

BEARCAT PROWLINGS
NOVEMBER 1, 2004
WOMEN’S TENNIS

Bloodhounds defeat Baruch and move on in CUNYAC tennis playoffs
By JONATHAN PEROZO
Contributing Writer

The playoffs have finally arrived and the
Baruch women’s tennis team is one of the contenders, along with John Jay and Hunter
College, to try to take the top spot in this year’s
division playoffs. This team has the talent to at
least make the championship round but they
had to get through the team that had beat them
earlier in the season, John Jay. Unfortunately
during this cold and windy Oct. 22, it wasn’t in
the cards for this tennis team in 2004; John Jay
foiled not only the perfection but also their
playoff dreams.

Women’s Tennis Final
Baruch
3
John Jay
6
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Janna Dejarvina getting set to deliver atwo-handed backhand against John Jay.

W O M E N ’ S C R O S S C O U N T RY

Baruch finishes fifth in
CUNY Championships

Late in the regular season, John Jay won by
the skin of their teeth 5-4, but in the playoffs
they had a player that wasn’t at the previous
game and really created mismatches down the
line. John Jay’s fourth-ranked player LieselAnn Amow wasn’t ranked fourth when the two
schools played earlier, but she would be in the
semifinals. This change in player rankings
pushed back Ayoub’s former opponent,
Danielle Nitafan, to number five singles. In
turn Nitafan would play against Mariya

Krivorotova. She lost in straight sets 6-1, 6-1.
Baruch tried to battle in singles even if they
only won two of the six singles played.
Ironically enough, the stellar play of Elena
Dadanina was the first win for the Bearcats,
who again beat Mari Datiashvill 6-2, 6-4.
While instead of Sara Ayoub keeping the hopes
alive in the season, it was Kateryna
Pylypyshyna, former CUNYAC Rookie of the
Week, playing her heart out coming back from
a set down to beat Daisy Rivera 4-6, 6-3, 6-3
and allow the possibility for Baruch to sweep
the doubles matches and have a unbelievable
comeback win against John Jay. Unfortunately
similar to last time, they lost two of the three
matches and this ended the season for the
much-improved Baruch women’s tennis team.
Although the Bearcats just couldn’t win this
particular game, the future seems bright. There
are only two players who are seniors on the
team, but aside from that, the core of this year’s
players will return next year. Hoping to build
on the success that they have made this year,
who knows we all have to wait and see if the
incoming freshman and transfers can make an
immediate impact like this year’s acquisitions
have made. This could be the difference
between reaching the semifinals and winning a
championship that the tennis team has been
striving for the whole year.

MEN’S SOCCER

York and Hunter fall to Baruch in
successful week; Bearcats reach semis
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With Head Coach Dr. William Eng looking on, Bearcats runner Lucinda Joseph finishes with a personal best
time of 34:08 in the CUNY Athletic Conference Championships.

By JULIAN ARENZON
Contributing Writer

In their last meet before the Eastern College
Athletic Conference in Boston, which will
mark the end of cross-country for the year,
Baruch took part in the CUNYAC
Championships. Though the race did not have a
happy ending for the Baruch girls, there were
no disappointed faces at the finish line. Liz
Lushpenko, who finished first from Baruch,
came in eighteenth overall with a time of 24:27.
Just seventeen seconds after Lushpenko finished, Mercedes Zegarra reached the finish line
in 21st place. Perhaps the most notable
achievement of the Baruch team came from the
two girls who finished in 42nd, and 56th place
overall (63 runners in total); Kivilcim Sungur

(finished in 28:25), and Lucinda Joseph (finished in 34:08) both attained their personal best
times on the Van Cortlandt Park track. This
meet also marked the end of the season for the
one freshman on the team, Temi Arijeloye, who
will not travel to the last meet with the rest of
the team because of the start of the basketball
season.
Head coach Dr. William Eng will take a group
of six girls to the ECAC, and finish the season
that had started in early September with the
winning of a second-place medal at the Baruch
Cross Country Invitational. This merit however, is overshadowed by the team’s own enthusiasm for the championship race that they will be
taking part in on Saturday, Nov. 6 at Tufts
University in Boston.

Write for Ticker Sports

Reporters Needed for Swimming and Basketball
If interested, please contact:
icemanpg1701@migente.com
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Caner Yilmaz (#8) passes to William Miranda (#24) for Baruch’s late minute winning goal against Hunter
in the CUNYAC quarterfinals.
seemed surprised at the formidable defense that
By ROBERT BENIMOFF
the Hawks had developed since their last meetHead Photographer
ing. But Baruch was only briefly detoured and
it took about 15 minutes before the Bearcat forMen’s Soccer Quarterfinals final
wards had figured out their adversaries. Then it
Hunter
0
became a Baruch shooting fest. Giorgi
Baruch
1
Darguashvrli, Ivan Minkov and Caner Yilmaz
blasted Hawks goalie Ricardo Mesquita with a
Baruch vs. Hunter
In the first round of competition for this combined 12 shots. Miranda had three of his
year’s CUNYAC title, Baruch (seeded fourth), own including his game-winning hook shot;
and Hunter College (fifth) battled late into the and the final record showed that Baruch out
evening Wednesday. This was the second time shot Hunter 23–8.
The shutout shot came in the 79th minute,
the two faced each other this season. Baruch
won the first match, and frustrated Hunter was when no one expected it. That morning, CSI
vengeful. Hunter might have needed to save had only defeated their rival, City Tech, after
face by beating their traditional CUNYAC double overtime and a series of game-ending
rival, but the Bearcats’ aim was obvious: sim- penalty kicks. But when the goal occurred sudply to put this one away, and get one more denly, it was as if this talented Division III colchance to challenge those that had beat them in lege team had won the World Cup. The entire
team rushed onto the field and imploded into a
the regular season.
But an easy win was not found at the Metro celebratory huddle with Miranda and the goalOval. The action began early, and the Bearcats
See BEARCATS on page 18

